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Emil Programme 
Session Plans

How these plans are designed:

Session number & title

Gives the objectives for 
the session

Details the resources 
required and pre-session 
prep (for many sessions 
these top boxes appear 
on a separate page)

Flowchart shows 
the activities to 
complete in 
order

These boxes give extra 
details about how to 
carry out the activity.
Italic font shows 
suggested wording for 
explaining to the child
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Session Objectives:
• Introduce the Emil programme & gain child’s consent
• Facilitate a positive relationship between facilitator and participant
• Introduce and check understanding of key programme vocabulary

Resources Required: 
Child Information & Consent Sheet (Letter from Emil)
Pen
Emil Puppet & Happy Face
Introductory Game (Spinner, cards & objects)

Session 1: Introductory Session

Before the Session: 
Add child’s name to letter and seal in envelope addressed to child

1. Gain informed 
consent from child

Introduce self to child, then ask them to open the letter. 
• Hello X, its really nice to meet you, I’m Y. I’m sure we’ll get to know 

each other soon but first I think there’s some post for you there, 
would you like to open it please.

Offer to read it to them.
• It’s a very long letter so would you like me to read it to you?
At the end of the letter ask if they are willing to come on the journey. If 
they reply yes, help them to fill in consent sheet. If not escort them back 
to class.
• Great, now we need to send the reply slip back to Emil, so please can 

you write your name and we’ll send it off him.
• O.k. It was really nice to have met you, let’s go back to class now.

2. Introduce Emil 
puppet to child

Now there is someone really special I’d like you to meet. This is Emil.
(pretend to be Emil) Hello X, how are you?
Continue conversation if fitting (depending on comfort level of child)

Introduce Game
• For the rest of the session today, Emil and I would like to get to know 

you a bit better, so we’re going to play a game together
To play the game:
1. Spin the spinner
2. Take a card matching the colour the spinner lands on
3. Complete the challenge on the card

Note: The game rehearses the sensation and body parts vocabulary used 
in the programme. The word “light” has several possible meanings. In 
this programme it used as an adjective for weight (opposite of heavy). If 
the child uses it in a different way, make sure they understand this 
meaning of it too.

3. Play introductory 
game
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Session Objectives:
• Know typical thought patterns & common bodily sensations associated with the feeling 

happy
• Be able to identify clues relating to thoughts and bodily sensations in themselves for the 

emotion happy
• Recognise the valence of the happy emotion (comfortable or uncomfortable)
• Identify happy facial expression & common body postures associated with happy 

expressions
• Label the emotion happy
• Use a simple strength scale to identify the intensity of happy emotions
• Identify common triggers of happy emotions
• Identify likely information conveyed by happy feelings

Resources Required: 
Emil's 1st Story (PowerPoint), 
Computer to display PowerPoint
Emil Puppet, 
Feely Pods (Happy selection – see Table F), 
Happy Picture Pack, 
Faces for puppet,
Learning Log pages: Front Cover, “Clues for feeling happy” & “What does 

feeling happy mean?”, Happy Trigger Game, 
Pens, 
Mirror
Laminated Feelings Strength Scale
Happy Trigger Game (pictures & dice)

Session 2: Happy 1 (Preparation)

Before the Session: 
Load the PowerPoint story onto the computer and leave it with title slide 

ready to play
Cool the S1 pod
Spread out the pictures from the happy picture pack somewhere in the room
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1. Play Emil’s 1st Story
(concludes with label 
choice for child to
label emotion)

Introduces common thoughts and bodily sensations for self identification 
of feeling happy:
• Positive thoughts: “Oh good, I like sunny days”, “Yummy, my 

favourite food”
• Activation of bodily sensations associated with happy, in areas happy 

sensations are commonly experience: “He felt soft and fluffy inside”, 
“He noticed that his head felt light and smooth and his heart felt very 
warm”

2. Discuss child’s 
labelling choice

If child has given correct label:
• What clues in the story told you Emil feels happy?
• Are there any other clues that tell us Emil is happy?
• If necessary draw attention to missed clues. e.g. What did he think 

when he looked out of the window? What did his body feel like?

If child has given incorrect label:
• What clues in the story told you Emil feels like that?
• Based on response given, draw attention to appropriate contradictory 

evidence for example: I can see that Emil might feel sad that his mum 
cooked him his favourite breakfast because that normally means he 
has to do something he doesn’t like afterwards, but the story said he 
thought “Oh good, my favourite food”, does that sound like he’s 
thinking about what might happen after?

• Follow up with drawing attention to other clues, e.g. When Emil woke 
up and saw it was sunny, he thought “I like sunny days” How do 
people usually feel when something happens that they like? Or The 
story said Emil felt warm and squishy inside, which feeling do you 
think makes people warm and squishy inside?

3. Child to choose a 
feely pod for happy 
and attach it inside 
Emil. Discuss choice.

Pods which are designed to match to textures in story are H1, H2, & H3, 
but any choice is acceptable as long as they can justify it.

Ask why they have chosen selected pod (ensure they are relating it to 
feeling happy inside):
• What does that Pod feel like?
• Is that what you feel like inside when you are happy?
• Why have you chosen that Pod?

Session 2: Happy 1 (Process Page 1)

4. Explore examples 
of how people show 
they are happy

Ask child to select pictures from those set out before session
Can you find some pictures of people who are happy around the room 
and bring them over here so we can look at them?

Discuss how the people are showing they are happy:
• How is this person showing that they are happy?
• What clues on their face show they are happy?
• What are their eyes/mouth/nose/hands/arms/legs like?
Happy Facial Features (Ekman & Friesen, 2003): 
• Corners of lips are drawn back and up, 
• Fold of skin (Naso-labial fold) from nose to lip corners, 
• Cheeks are raised
• Lower eyelid has wrinkles underneath 
• Crows-feet wrinkles outward from corner of eyes
Happy Body Language (Darwin; Dael et al, 2012; Lopez et al., 2017):
• Head up
• Arms up & out, or moving
• “Purposeless” movement - Dancing, clapping, jumping
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5. Add face to puppet 
to illustrate happy 
expression

Child to select face from Emil’s four possible facial expressions and 
attach to Velcro on front of puppet. Check they can explain their choice.
• Which face should Emil have to show he is happy? Let’s put it on him 

now.
• How do we know that is his happy face?
• What happy clues does this face have?

6. Introduce Learning 
Log & Complete 

“Clues for feeling 
happy” page.

Introduce Learning Log book to child and ask them to name front cover
• I have something very special to show you now. This is a special book 

just for you, where we are going to record some of the things you 
learn about on your journey of Emil. It’s not very thick at the moment 
but we will add more pages every session and then you can take it 
away with you at the end. Right now the first, most important job is 
to write your name on it so we know its yours

Encourage self-reflection on experience of happiness through 
comparison with Emil
• Let’s have a look at our first page now, it’s all about clues for feeling 

happy
• Read introductory box on page to child
Prompt as required to complete sections
• When you last felt happy, what thoughts popped into your head?
• Do you feel the same as Emil inside when you are happy?
Provide mirror to assist with drawing face if needed.

7. Complete “What 
does feeling 
happy mean?”
page.

Introduce Page
• Let’s turn over and we’re going have a think about what it means 

when we are happy

Support child to identify valence of happy
• When we feel happy does it make us feel nice and comfortable or 

horrid and uncomfortable?

Session 2: Happy 1 (Process Page 2)

8. Introduce feelings 
strength scale

Support child to identify happy messages
• When you are happy, which of these do you think have happened?

Show child laminated scale and talk it through with them
we’re going to finish with a game, but before we start I need to show you 
this important scale. It helps us think about how strong a feeling is, 
because sometimes when we feel happy we only feel a little bit happy, 
like when someone smiles at you when they walk past, so that would be 
a 1 on here (point to scale) because the feeling is weak. At other times 
we feel really, really happy, like when you get your favourite toy for 
Christmas, so that would be a 3 on here (point to scale) because the 
feeling is very strong. A lot of the time though we feel quite happy, like 
when we are playing with our friends, so that would be 2 on here (point 
to scale) because it’s a medium strength feeling. Does that make sense?

Players throw the dice and pick a picture with a symbol matching the 
dice. The pictures depict Emil in varioius happy situations. For each 
picture discuss the trigger and strength of feeling.
• What can you see in the picture that made Emil feel happy?
• What is happening? How does Emil feel about that?
• Do you think Emil is a little bit happy, medium happy, or very happy?
• What number do you think Emil is on our strength scale?

9. Play happy trigger 
game
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Session Objectives:
• Recap emotion identification knowledge from previous session
• Know that recalling past experience can help with understanding and judgement
• Know that imagining yourself in another person’s situation can help you understand how 

they are feeling & practise doing this within a safe environment to identify a happy 
character 

• Identify own triggers for each intensity of happy
• Identify actions likely to result from feeling, happy
• Judge if a happy emotion is helpful in context
• Be able to decide whether to keep or stop a happy feeling
• Know simple disengagement strategies
• Identify their preferred way to disengage from a happy feeling

Resources Required: 
“Skateboard” PowerPoint 
Computer to display PowerPoint
Emil Puppet, 
Feely Pods (Happy selection – see Table F), 
Faces for puppet,
Laminated Feelings Strength Scale
Pictures from Happy Trigger Game (dice not required)
Learning Log pages: “My happy trigger scale”, “Do I want my emotion?” 

“Saying ‘NO’ to my emotions”
Felt Tips
Disengagement Strategy Cards
“GOAL!” example continuation story (PowerPoint)
Extra character puppets – Parent, Friend X, Friend Y

Session 3: Happy 2 (Preparation)

Before the Session: 
Load the Skateboard and GOAL PowerPoints (make sure Skateboard is 

showing on first slide for start)
Cool the S1 pod
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1. Work through 
“Skateboard” 

situational 
judgement 
PowerPoint

Introduce activity
• Today we are going to meet Emil’s friend Efoth. Emil is trying to work  

out how Efoth is feeling. The best way he can do that is to think about 
he would feel if he was in the same place as Emil. We will start by 
seeing if Emil can guess how Efoth is feeling from where he is and 
what he is thinking; then we will see Efoth and see which clues he 
gives us. Do you think you can help Emil with that?

2. Recap feeling 
strength scale and 
potential Happy 

triggers

Work through slides of PowerPoint. For each one ask the child to ‘help’ 
Emil by adding features to the puppet to show their choice of emotion 
for Efoth and explain their choice
• Emil, can you show us how Efoth is feeling?
• So you think Efoth is feeling ….. Emil, how did you work that out? 

Whisper it to X and they can tell me.
If necessary follow up with scaled questions:
• What happened?
• What id Efoth thinking? What do you feel like when you think that?
• What does Efoth look like?

Re-introduce feeling strength scale:
• Do you remember, last time we finished by looking at this? What can 

you tell me about it?
• How strong is out feeling if we are at number 1?
• What does number 2 mean?
• What is a number 3 feeling?

3. Complete “My 
happy trigger scale” 
learning log page

Re-cap Emil’s happy triggers:
• Can you remember what made Emil feel happy last time?
• How strong was that happy feeling?
• Can you remember something which gave him a strong happy 

feeling?
Use pictures as memory prompts

Encourage child to self-reflect on own happy triggers for each strength
• We know what makes Emil feel happy, what makes you feel happy?
Prompt as required
• I think last time you told me …… makes you happy?
• When was the last time you felt happy? What were you doing?
• Sometimes I feel happy when ………… would that make you happy?

Session 3: Happy 2 (Process Page 1)

4. Play GOAL trigger 
continuation 

PowerPoint & discuss 
consequences of 
happy emotion

At the end, explore whether the emotion was helpful (it wasn’t)?
• How does Emil feel now, what about the other character?
• How did they feel at the beginning?
• Did Emil have fun?
• Did the other character have fun?
• Did feeling happy help Emil to make a good choice?
• Was feeling happy helpful/useful for Emil in this story?

Before starting recap what the scene is showing and the strength of 
Emil’s happy feeling
• We’re going to watch another short story now. I think we’ve seen this 

picture before haven’t we? 
• What’s happening in the picture?
• How strong is Emil’s happy feeling here?
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5. Role-play 
continuation of 
different trigger 

scene using puppets

Invite child to select a different scene to role-play
• Now we’re going to have a go at acting out what happens next. 

Which picture shall we try?

6. Introduce “Do I 
want my emotion” 
page of learning log 

(FUN script)

Child to control Emil puppet, adult take role of alternative character, 
responding as appropriate
• O.K. you help Emil, and I’ll help X.
• What will Emil do next?
If situation becomes unrealistic/inappropriate, tactfully end as soon as 
possible, then re-start with leading suggestion
• Let’s see what happens if Emil does …..

Introduce Page
• As we just found out with Emil, sometimes our emotions are helpful 

for us, but sometimes they are not. It is important that when we feel 
an emotion we are able to decide whether we want to keep it or not. 
Remembering “FUN” will help us to decide this, let’s have a look at it 
now.

Read through page, relating each stage back to GOAL video.
• How was Emil feeling in our GOAL story, how strong was it?
• Did feeling happy help Emil and his friend have fun?
• Should Emil keep the feeling if his friend isn’t having fun or should he 

make it go away?

Session 3: Happy 2 (Process Page 2)

Invite child to colour in Feeling, Useful, Next  lettering to consolidate 
memory
• This page looks a bit boring at the moment, do you think you can 

make it look more interesting.
Re-cap message as they colour
• What does F/U/N stand for?

Ask child to choose their best disengagement for happy and record it on 
“saying no to my emotion page” in Learning Log.
• What about you, what might help you say no to you happy feeling?
• O.K. can you record it in the happy box on this page so we remember

Introduce disengagement strategy cards
• To finish today we’re going to have think about some ways that we 

can say no to our happy feeling when we need to.
Refer back to GOAL situation where Emil needs disengage
• So if we take Emil back to the end of the GOAL video where we 

decided his happy feeling wasn’t being useful for him, let’s see if we 
can help him say no to that feeling. I’ve got some ideas here, you can 
try Emil, maybe X can help you try them.

Show cards one at a time and encourage child to make Emil ‘try them’, 
then ask Emil to pick his favourite.

7. Introduce & select 
disengagement 

strategies for happy

At the end, explore whether the emotion was helpful
• How does Emil feel now, what about the other character?
• How did they feel at the beginning?
• Did Emil have fun?
• Did the other character have fun?
• Did feeling happy help Emil to make a good choice?
• Was feeling happy helpful/useful for Emil in this story?
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Session Objectives:
• Know typical thought patterns & common bodily sensations associated with the feeling sad
• Be able to identify clues relating to thoughts and bodily sensations in themselves for the 

emotion sad
• Recognise the valence of the sad emotion (comfortable or uncomfortable)
• Identify sad facial expression & common body postures associated with sad expressions
• Label the emotion sad
• Use a simple strength scale to identify the intensity of sad emotions
• Identify common triggers of sad emotions
• Identify likely information conveyed by sad feelings

Resources Required: 
Emil's 2nd Story (PowerPoint), 
Computer to display PowerPoint
Emil Puppet 
Feely Pods (Sad selection – see Table F) 
Sad Picture Pack 
Faces for puppet
Learning Log pages: “Clues for feeling sad” & “What does feeling sad mean?”
Pens 
Mirror
Laminated Feelings Strength Scale
Sad Trigger Game (pictures & dice)

Session 4: Sad 1 (Preparation)

Before the Session: 
Load the PowerPoint story onto the computer and leave it with title slide 

ready to play
Cool the S1 & S2 pods
Spread out the pictures from the sad picture pack somewhere in the room
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1. Play Emil’s 2nd

Story
(concludes with label 
choice for child to 
label emotion)

Introduces common thoughts and bodily sensations for self identification 
of feeling sad:
• Negative thoughts: “Oh No, I can’t go skateboarding, I was really 

looking forward to it”, “I’ve lost my favourite toy”
• Activation of bodily sensations associated with sad, in areas sad 

sensations are commonly experienced: “Emil felt cold and empty 
inside. He noticed that his arms and legs felt heavy and he didn’t 
want to move”, “His throat hurt and his eyes filled with tears. He felt 
wobbly inside”

2. Discuss child’s 
labelling choice

If child has given correct label:
• What clues in the story told you Emil feels sad?
• Are there any other clues that tell us Emil is sad?
• If necessary draw attention to missed clues. e.g. What did he think 

when he looked out of the window? What did his body feel like?

If child has given incorrect label:
• What clues in the story told you Emil feels like that?
• Based on response given, draw attention to appropriate contradictory 

evidence for example: I can see that Emil might feel angry if he thinks 
his brother stole his toy, but the story said he thought “I’ve lost my 
favourite toy”, does that sound like he’s thinking his brother stole it?

• Follow up with drawing attention to other clues, e.g. When Emil saw 
it was raining, he thought “Oh no, I can’t go skateboarding, I was 
really looking forward to it” How do people usually feel when they 
can’t do something they were looking forward to? Or The story said 
Emil had tears in his eyes, which feeling do you think makes people 
get tears in their eyes?

3. Child to choose a 
feely pod for sad and 
attach it inside Emil. 
Discuss choice.

Pods which are designed to match to textures in story are S1, S2, & S3, 
but any choice is acceptable as long as they can justify it.

Ask why they have chosen selected pod (ensure they are relating it to 
feeling happy inside):
• What does that Pod feel like?
• Is that what you feel like inside when you are sad?
• Why have you chosen that Pod?

Session 4: Sad 1 (Process Page 1)

4. Explore examples 
of how people show 
they are sad

Ask child to select pictures from those set out before session
Can you find some pictures of people who are sad around the room and 
bring them over here so we can look at them?

Discuss how the people are showing they are sad:
• How is this person showing that they are sad?
• What clues on their face show they are sad?
• What are their eyes/mouth/nose/hands/arms/legs like?
Sad Facial Features (Ekman & Friesen, 2003): 
• Corners of lips down or trembling
• Triangle visible between eyebrow and eye
• Inner corners of eyebrows up
• Upper eyelid inner corner up
Happy Body Language (Darwin; Dael et al, 2012; Lopez et al., 2017, Coulson 
2004):
• Head hanging down
• Shoulders down
• Arms hanging down in front of body
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5. Add face to puppet 
to illustrate sad 
expression

Child to select face from Emil’s four possible facial expressions and 
attach to Velcro on front of puppet. Check they can explain their choice.
• Which face should Emil have to show he is sad? Let’s put it on him 

now.
• How do we know that is his sad face?
• What sad clues does this face have?

6. Complete “Clues 
for feeling sad” 

learning log page.

Encourage self-reflection on experience of happiness through 
comparison with Emil
• We have some new pages in your Learning Log today, first lets have a 

think about clues for feeling sad.
• Read introductory box on page to child or recap in own words
Prompt as required to complete sections
• When you last felt sad, what thoughts popped into your head?
• Do you feel the same as Emil inside when you are sad?
Provide mirror to assist with drawing face if needed.

7. Complete “What 
does feeling sad 
mean?” page.

Introduce Page
• Let’s turn over and we’re going have a think about what it means 

when we are sad

Support child to identify valence of sad
• When we feel sad does it make us feel nice and comfortable or horrid 

and uncomfortable?

Session 4: Sad 1 (Process Page 2)

8. Re-cap 
feelings 
strength scale

Support child to identify sad messages
• When you are sad, which of these do you think have happened?

Show child laminated scale and talk it through with them
We’re going to finish with a game again, but before we start do you 
remember this important scale? Remember it helps us think about how 
strong a feeling is.
• If a feeling is number 1 on the scale, how strong is it?
• What about a number 3 feeling, how strong is that?
• How strong is a feeling at number 2?
Correct any misconceptions

Players throw the dice and pick a picture with a symbol matching the 
dice. The pictures depict Emil in various sad situations. For each picture 
discuss the trigger and strength of feeling.
• What can you see in the picture that made Emil feel happy?
• Why is Emil sad?
• What is happening? How does Emil feel about that?
• Do you think Emil is a little bit happy, medium happy, or very happy?
• What number do you think Emil is on our strength scale?

9. Play sad trigger 
game
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Session Objectives:
• Recap emotion identification knowledge from previous session
• Know that recalling past experience can help with understanding and judgement
• Know that imagining yourself in another person’s situation can help you understand how 

they are feeling & practise doing this within a safe environment to identify a sad character 
• Identify own triggers for each intensity of sad
• Identify actions likely to result from feeling sad
• Judge if a sad emotion is helpful in context
• Be able to decide whether to keep or stop a sad feeling
• Know simple disengagement strategies
• Identify their preferred way to disengage from a sad feeling

Resources Required: 
“Missed” Situational Judgement PowerPoint 
Computer to display PowerPoint
Emil Puppet, 
Feely Pods (sad selection – see Table F), 
Faces for puppet,
Laminated Feelings Strength Scale
Pictures from Sad Trigger Game (dice not required)
Learning Log pages: “My sad trigger scale”, “Do I want my emotion?” “Saying 

‘NO’ to my emotions”
Felt Tips
Disengagement Strategy Cards
“Hospital Visit” example continuation story (PowerPoint)
Extra character puppets –Friend Y, Eino (brother), Teacher

Session 5: Sad 2 (Preparation)

Before the Session: 
Load the “Missed” and “Hospital Visit” PowerPoints (make sure “Missed” is 

showing on first slide for start)
Cool the S1 & S2 pods
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1. Work through 
“Missed” situational 

judgement 
PowerPoint

Introduce activity
• Emil is trying to work  out how Efoth is feeling again today. Do you 

remember we decided the best way he can do that is to think about 
he would feel if he was in the same place as Efoth. First let’s see if 
Emil can guess how Efoth is feeling from where he is. Do you think you 
can help Emil with that?

2. Recap feeling 
strength scale and 

potential sad triggers

Work through slides of PowerPoint. For each one ask the child to ‘help’ 
Emil by adding features to the puppet to show their choice of emotion 
for Efoth and explain their choice
• Emil, can you show us how Efoth is feeling?
• So you think Efoth is feeling ….. Emil, how did you work that out? 

Whisper it to X and they can tell me.
If necessary follow up with scaled questions:
• What happened?
• What is Efoth thinking? What do you feel like when you think that?
• What does Efoth look like?

Re-introduce feeling strength scale:
• Do you remember, our feelings strength scale? What can you tell me 

about it?
• How strong is our feeling if we are at number 1?
• What does number 2 mean?
• What is a number 3 feeling?

3. Complete “My sad 
trigger scale” 
learning log page

Re-cap Emil’s sad triggers:
• Can you remember what made Emil feel sad last time?
• How strong was that sad feeling?
• Can you remember something which gave him a strong sad feeling?
Use pictures as memory prompts

Encourage child to self-reflect on own sad triggers for each strength
• We know what makes Emil feel sad, what makes you feel sad?
Prompt as required
• I think last time you told me …… makes you sad?
• When was the last time you felt sad? What were you doing?
• Sometimes I feel sad when ………… would that make you sad?

Session 5: Sad 2 (Process Page 1)

4. Play “Hospital 
Visit” trigger 
continuation 
PowerPoint & discuss 
consequences of sad 
emotion At the end, explore whether the emotion was helpful (it wasn’t)?

• How does Emil feel now, what about the other character?
• How did they feel at the beginning?
• Did Emil have fun?
• Did the other character have fun?
• Did feeling sad help Emil to make a good choice?
• Was feeling sad helpful/useful for Emil in this story?

Before starting recap what the scene is showing and the strength of 
Emil’s sad feeling
• We’re going to watch another short story now. I think we’ve seen this 

picture before haven’t we? 
• What’s happening in the picture?
• How strong is Emil’s sad feeling here?
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5. Role-play 
continuation of 
different trigger 

scene using puppets

Invite child to select a different scene to role-play
• Now we’re going to have a go at acting out what happens next. 

Which picture shall we try?

6. Recap “Do I want 
my emotion” page of 
learning log 
(FUN script)

Child to control Emil puppet, adult take role of alternative character, 
responding as appropriate
• O.K. you help Emil, and I’ll help X.
• What will Emil do next?
If situation becomes unrealistic/inappropriate, tactfully end as soon as 
possible, then re-start with leading suggestion
• Let’s see what happens if Emil does …..

Introduce Page
• Emil has just reminded us that sometimes our emotions are helpful for 

us, but sometimes they are not. It is important that when we feel an 
emotion we are able to decide whether we want to keep it or not. Do 
you remember the important word that helps us work out whether we 
should keep our emotion.

Recap Steps with child.
• So our first letter is F, what does that stand for?
• What about U, what do we have to think about for that?
• What do we have to think about for N?

Session 5: Sad 2 (Process Page 2)

Explain that you are going to practice using the script 
• We’re going to have a go at practicing FUN with Emil today, which 

picture do you think we should try.
Role-play continuation of scene and freeze at point where the script can 
be used appropriately
• Freeze! O.K. lets have a think about our FUN choices now..
• How are you feeling Emil? How strong is that feeling?
• Is your feeling helping you have fun? Is it helping everyone else have 

fun?
• Is your feeling useful?
• What should you do next? Should you keep your feeling or say no to 

it?

If appropriate continue on from above role-play if not refer back to 
hospital scene
• Let’s look at some ways you can say no to that sad feeling Emil.
• Let’s imagine we’re back in the hospital and Emil needs to say no to 

his sad feeling, let’s remind ourselves how he can do it.
Show cards one at a time and encourage child to make Emil ‘try them’, 
then ask Emil to pick his favourite.

8. Recap 
disengagement 

strategies and select 
preferred one for sad

At the end, explore whether the emotion was helpful
• How does Emil feel now, what about the other character?
• How did they feel at the beginning?
• Did Emil have fun?
• Did the other character have fun?
• Did feeling sad help Emil to make a good choice?
• Was feeling sad helpful/useful for Emil in this story?

7. Practice FUN script 
through puppet role-

play

Ask child to choose their best disengagement for sad and record it on 
“saying no to my emotion page” in Learning Log.
• What about you, what might help you say no to you happy feeling?
• O.K. can you write it in the sad box on this page so we remember
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Session Objectives:
Know common bodily sensations and thought patterns associated with the feelings happy and 
sad
Identify universal facial features and common body postures for happy and sad expressions
Label the emotions happy and sad
Compare similarities and differences between happy and sad
Identify common triggers of happy and sad emotions
Identify likely information conveyed by happy and sad feelings
Identify actions likely to result from feeling, happy or sad
Judge if a happy or sad emotion is helpful in context
Be able to decide whether to keep or stop a happy or sad feeling

Resources Required: 
Happy and Sad sorting boards
Happy and Sad emotion features
AMC Game (Happy & Sad)
Learning Log Pages: “Comparing Emotions” & “Do I want my Emotion?”
FUN Keyring Kit
FUN rehearsal game (Happy & Sad)
Pens
Emil Puppet, Faces & Pods (for prompting)

Session 6: Consolidation/Comparing 1 (Preparation)

Before the Session: 
Stick the sorting boards in a appropriate location
Spread the features for sorting out, mixing happy and sad features together
Tie a 12 cm length of cord onto a split ring, secure with glue and dry
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1. Feature Sorting 
Challenge

Ask the child to stick the happy and sad features onto the correct boards
• For our first challenge today we have two empty boards over there 

and lots of different pictures that belong on them here. Can you put 
the pictures on the right places on the boards.

Highlight any errors in sorting in a constructive way
• Do these two parts of the face look quite right together?
• Shall we make Emil look sad now, does the face on the board match 

his sad face?
• Can you remember what Emil felt like inside when he was happy, 

which pod did we choose? What does that feel like?
• Which feeling makes us feel cold?

2. AMC Board Game 
(Happy & Sad)

Game aims to consolidate knowledge of triggers (antecedents), purpose 
(meaning) and consequences of happy and sad feelings
To play game:
• Throw dice and move number of spaces shown
• Pick up card with matching symbol 
• Answer question on card
• Winner is first player to reach the end
Provide support to answer questions as required

The sorting revolves around a Venn Diagram. Talk through questions on 
page with child to help them complete it, and help them understand 
where to place their ideas in the Venn diagram.
Try to ensure they have at least one idea in each area

3. Complete page in 
Learning Log:
“Comparing 
Emotions”

Introduce activity:
• Do you remember how we decide whether to keep our emotion?
• What is the word we remember to help us?
• We’re going to make a keyring today to help you remember FUN

Session 6: Consolidation/Comparing 1 (Process Page)

4. Make FUN keyring 
prompt

To make keyring:
• Ask child to choose 4 funny face beads
• Thread a face bead onto the keyring, followed by the F alphabet bead
• Add a second face bead, then U, then face, N, and finally the last face
• Tie a knot in the end of the cord to secure beads in place.

Use Tower game with yellow and blue bricks:
• Remove brick from tower
• Take card of matching colour to brick
• Work through situation on card using FUN script to decide if 

character should keep emotion (talk child through script as required)
• N.B. the colours are intended to link the targeted emotion of the 

situation (yellow = happy, blue = sad).

5. FUN rehearsal 
Tower game 
(Happy & Sad)
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Session Objectives:
• Know typical thought patterns & common bodily sensations associated with the feeling 

angry
• Be able to identify clues relating to thoughts and bodily sensations in themselves for the 

emotion angry
• Recognise the valence of the angry emotion (comfortable or uncomfortable)
• Identify angry facial expression & common body postures associated with angry 

expressions
• Label the emotion angry
• Use a simple strength scale to identify the intensity of angry emotions
• Identify common triggers of angry emotions
• Identify likely information conveyed by angry feelings

Resources Required: 
Emil's 3rd Story (PowerPoint), 
Computer to display PowerPoint
Emil Puppet 
Feely Pods (Angry selection – see Table F) 
Angry Picture Pack 
Faces for puppet
Learning Log pages: “Clues for feeling angry” & “What does feeling angry 

mean?”
Pens 
Mirror
Laminated Feelings Strength Scale
Angry Trigger Game (pictures & dice)

Session 7: Angry 1 (Preparation)

Before the Session: 
Load the PowerPoint story onto the computer and leave it with title slide 

ready to play
Cool the S1/S2 pod if required
Spread out the pictures from the angry picture pack somewhere in the room
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1. Play Emil’s 3rd Story
(concludes with label 
choice for child to 
label emotion)

Introduces common thoughts and bodily sensations for self identification 
of feeling angry:
• Unjust & offense thoughts: “He did that on purpose”, “It’s not fair”
• Activation of bodily sensations associated with angry, in areas angry 

sensations are commonly experienced: “Emil noticed that he felt 
rough inside. His heart started beating faster and his face felt like it 
was burning”, “His head and heart felt fiery and his hands and arms 
went hard”

2. Discuss child’s 
labelling choice

If child has given correct label:
• What clues in the story told you Emil feels angry?
• Are there any other clues that tell us Emil is angry?
• If necessary draw attention to missed clues. e.g. What did he think 

when Eino pushed past him? What did his body feel like?

If child has given incorrect label:
• What clues in the story told you Emil feels like that?
• Based on response given, draw attention to appropriate contradictory 

evidence for example: I can see that Emil might feel sad that his 
brother pushed him, but the story says he felt rough inside and his 
face was burning, does your face burn when you feel sad?

• Follow up with drawing attention to other clues, e.g. When Emil’s 
mum told him to tidy his room, he thought “It’s not fair” How do you 
usually feel when you think something isn’t fair? Or The story said 
Emil felt fiery inside, which feeling do you think makes people feel 
fiery?

3. Child to choose a 
feely pod for angry 
and attach it inside 
Emil. Discuss choice.

Pods which are designed to match to textures in story are A1, A2, & A3, 
but any choice is acceptable as long as they can justify it.

Ask why they have chosen selected pod (ensure they are relating it to 
feeling angry inside):
• What does that Pod feel like?
• Is that what you feel like inside when you are angry?
• Why have you chosen that Pod?

Session 7: Angry 1 (Process Page 1)

4. Explore examples 
of how people show 
they are angry

Ask child to select pictures from those set out before session
Can you find some pictures of people who are angry around the room 
and bring them over here so we can look at them?

Discuss how the people are showing they are angry:
• How is this person showing that they are angry?
• What clues on their face show they are angry?
• What are their eyes/mouth/nose/hands/arms/legs like?

Angry Facial Features (Ekman & Friesen, 2003): 
• Brows lowered and drawn together
• Line down between eyes (vertical)
• Eyes have hard stare and may be bulging with tense eyelids
• Lips either pressed together or shouting
• Nostrils may be flared
Angry Body Language (Darwin; Dael et al, 2012; Lopez et al., 2017, Coulson 
2004):
• Raised arms
• Clenched fists
• Leaning forward
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5. Add face to puppet 
to illustrate angry 
expression

Child to select face from Emil’s four possible facial expressions and 
attach to Velcro on front of puppet. Check they can explain their choice.
• Which face should Emil have to show he is angry? Let’s put it on him 

now.
• How do we know that is his angry face?
• What angry clues does this face have?

6. Complete “Clues 
for feeling angry” 
learning log page.

Encourage self-reflection on experience of anger through comparison 
with Emil
• We have some more new pages in your Learning Log today, first lets 

have a think about clues for feeling angry.
• Read introductory box on page to child or recap in own words
Prompt as required to complete sections
• When you last felt angry, what thoughts popped into your head?
• Do you feel the same as Emil inside when you are angry?
Provide mirror to assist with drawing face if needed.

7. Complete “What 
does feeling angry 

mean?” page.

Introduce Page
• Let’s turn over and we’re going have a think about what it means 

when we are angry

Support child to identify valence of angry
• When we feel angry does it make us feel nice and comfortable or 

horrid and uncomfortable?

Session 7: Angry 1 (Process Page 2)

8. Re-cap 
feelings 
strength scale

Support child to identify angry messages
• When you are angry, which of these do you think have happened?

Show child laminated scale and talk it through with them
We’re going to finish with a game again, but before we start do you 
remember this important scale? Remember it helps us think about how 
strong a feeling is.
• If a feeling is number 1 on the scale, how strong is it?
• What about a number 3 feeling, how strong is that?
• How strong is a feeling at number 2?
Correct any misconceptions

Players throw the dice and pick a picture with a symbol matching the 
dice. The pictures depict Emil in various angry situations. For each 
picture discuss the trigger and strength of feeling.
• What can you see in the picture that made Emil feel angry?
• Why is Emil angry?
• What is happening? How does Emil feel about that?
• What number do you think Emil is on our strength scale?

9. Play angry trigger 
game
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Session Objectives:
• Recap emotion identification knowledge from previous session
• Know that recalling past experience can help with understanding and judgement
• Know that imagining yourself in another person’s situation can help you understand how 

they are feeling & practise doing this within a safe environment to identify an angry 
character 

• Identify own triggers for each intensity of angry
• Identify actions likely to result from feeling angry
• Judge if an angry emotion is helpful in context
• Be able to decide whether to keep or stop an angry feeling
• Know simple disengagement strategies
• Identify their preferred way to disengage from an angry feeling

Resources Required: 
“Phone” Situational Judgement PowerPoint 
Computer to display PowerPoint
Emil Puppet, 
Feely Pods (angry selection – see Table F), 
Faces for puppet,
Laminated Feelings Strength Scale
Pictures from Angry Trigger Game (dice not required)
Learning Log pages: “My angry trigger scale”, “Do I want my emotion?” 

“Saying ‘NO’ to my emotions”
Felt Tips
Disengagement Strategy Cards
“Friends” example continuation story (PowerPoint)
Extra character puppets –Friends X, Y, & Z, Eino (brother), Parent, Teacher

Session 8: Angry 2 (Preparation)

Before the Session: 
Load the “Phone” and “Friends” PowerPoints (make sure “Phone” is showing 

on first slide for start)
Cool the S1/S2 pod if required
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1. Work through 
“Phone” situational 

judgement 
PowerPoint

Introduce activity
• Emil is trying to work  out how Efoth is feeling again today. Do you 

remember we decided the best way he can do that is to think about 
he would feel if he was in the same place as Efoth. Do you think you 
can help Emil with that?

2. Recap feeling 
strength scale and 

potential angry 
triggers

Work through slides of PowerPoint. For each one ask the child to ‘help’ 
Emil by adding features to the puppet to show their choice of emotion 
for Efoth and explain their choice
• Emil, can you show us how Efoth is feeling?
• So you think Efoth is feeling ….. Emil, how did you work that out? 

Whisper it to X and they can tell me.
If necessary follow up with scaled questions:
• What happened?
• What is Efoth thinking? What do you feel like when you think that?
• What does Efoth look like?

Re-introduce feeling strength scale (this should be very familiar by now):
• Do you remember, our feelings strength scale? What does it tell us?

3. Complete “My 
angry trigger scale” 
learning log page

Re-cap Emil’s angry triggers:
• Can you remember what made Emil feel angry last time?
• How strong was that angry feeling?
• Can you remember something which gave him a strong angry feeling?
Use pictures as memory prompts

Encourage child to self-reflect on own angry triggers for each strength
• We know what makes Emil feel angry, what makes you feel angry?
Prompt as required
• I think last time you told me …… makes you angry?
• When was the last time you felt angry? What were you doing?
• Sometimes I feel angry when ………… would that make you angry?

Session 8: Angry 2 (Process Page 1)

4. Play “Friends” 
trigger continuation 
PowerPoint & discuss 
consequences of 
angry emotion

At the end, explore whether the emotion was helpful (it was)?
• How does Emil feel now, what about the other character?
• How did they feel at the beginning?
• Did Emil have fun?
• Did the other character have fun?
• Did feeling angry help Emil to make a good choice?
• Was feeling angry helpful/useful for Emil in this story?

Before starting recap what the scene is showing and the strength of 
Emil’s angry feeling
• We’re going to watch another short story now. I think we’ve seen this 

picture before haven’t we? 
• What’s happening in the picture?
• How strong is Emil’s angry feeling here?
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5. Role-play 
continuation of 
different trigger 

scene using puppets

Invite child to select a different scene to role-play
• Now we’re going to have a go at acting out what happens next. 

Which picture shall we try?

6. Recap “Do I want 
my emotion” page of 
learning log 
(FUN script)

Role-play should be more comfortable now so allow child to chose which 
character they wish to be.
If situation becomes unrealistic/inappropriate, tactfully end as soon as 
possible, then re-start with leading suggestion
• Let’s see what happens if Emil does …..

Introduce Page (again this should be very familiar by now)
• Emil has just reminded us that sometimes our emotions are helpful for 

us, but sometimes they are not. It is important that when we feel an 
emotion we are able to decide whether we want to keep it or not. 
How do we decide whether to keep our emotion?

Recap Steps with child.
• What does FUN stand for?

Session 8: Angry 2 (Process Page 2)

Explain that you are going to practice using the script 
• Let’s have a practice of FUN with Emil, which picture do you think we 

should try?
Role-play continuation of scene and freeze at point where the script can 
be used appropriately
• Freeze! O.K. lets have a think about our FUN choices now..
• How are you feeling Emil? How strong is that feeling?
• Is your feeling helping you have fun? Is it helping everyone else have 

fun?
• Is your feeling useful?
• What should you do next? Should you keep your feeling or say no to 

it?

If appropriate continue on from above role-play if not use classroom or 
football scene
• Let’s look at some ways you can say no to that angry feeling Emil.
• Let’s have a go with this scene now, (talk through FUN script) now 

let’s have a look at some ways Emil can say no to his angry feeling.
Show cards one at a time and encourage child to make Emil ‘try them’, 
then ask Emil to pick his favourite.

8. Recap 
disengagement 

strategies and select 
preferred one for 

angry

At the end, explore whether the emotion was helpful
• How does Emil feel now, what about the other character?
• How did they feel at the beginning?
• Did Emil have fun?
• Did the other character have fun?
• Did feeling angry help Emil to make a good choice?
• Was feeling angry helpful/useful for Emil in this story?

7. Practice FUN script 
through puppet role-

play

Ask child to choose their best disengagement for angry and record it on 
“saying no to my emotion page” in Learning Log.
• What about you, what might help you say no to your angry feeling?
• O.K. can you write it in the angry box on this page so we remember
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Session Objectives:
• Know typical thought patterns & common bodily sensations associated with the feeling 

scared
• Be able to identify clues relating to thoughts and bodily sensations in themselves for the 

emotion scared
• Recognise the valence of the scared emotion (comfortable or uncomfortable)
• Identify scared facial expression & common body postures associated with scared 

expressions
• Label the emotion scared
• Use a simple strength scale to identify the intensity of scared emotions
• Identify common triggers of scared emotions
• Identify likely information conveyed by scared feelings

Resources Required: 
Emil's 4th Story (PowerPoint), 
Computer to display PowerPoint
Emil Puppet 
Feely Pods (Scared selection – see Table F) 
Scared Picture Pack 
Faces for puppet
Learning Log pages: “Clues for feeling scared” & “What does feeling scared 

mean?”
Pens 
Mirror
Laminated Feelings Strength Scale
Scared Trigger Game (pictures & dice)

Session 9: Scared 1 (Preparation)

Before the Session: 
Load the PowerPoint story onto the computer and leave it with title slide 

ready to play
Cool the S1/S2 pod if required
Spread out the pictures from the scared picture pack somewhere in the room
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1. Play Emil’s 4th Story
(concludes with label 
choice for child to 
label emotion)

Introduces common thoughts and bodily sensations for self identification 
of feeling scared:
• Thoughts of being in danger: “What was that? Are we going to get 

hurt?”, “What if it bites me, I will get really hurt”
• Activation of bodily sensations associated with scared, in areas scared 

sensations are commonly experienced: “He noticed that he felt 
bumpy inside and his heart was pounding inside his chest”, “His 
breathing was very fast, Emil felt fuzzy inside and his skin started to 
feel cold.”

2. Discuss child’s 
labelling choice

If child has given correct label:
• What clues in the story told you Emil feels scared?
• Are there any other clues that tell us Emil is scared?
• If necessary draw attention to missed clues. e.g. What did he think 

when he saw the snake? What did his body feel like?

If child has given incorrect label:
• What clues in the story told you Emil feels like that?
• Based on response given, draw attention to appropriate contradictory 

evidence for example: I can see that some people might feel happy 
because they like storms, but the story says Emil thought “Are we 
going to get hurt?” Do we think that when we’re happy?

• Follow up with drawing attention to other clues, e.g. When Emil saw 
Eino’s snake, he thought “What if it bites me?” How do you usually 
feel when you think something might hurt you? Or The story said Emil 
felt fuzzy and bumpy inside, which feeling makes you feel like that?

3. Child to choose a 
feely pod for scared 
and attach it inside 
Emil. Discuss choice.

Pods which are designed to match to textures in story are F1, F2, & F3, 
but any choice is acceptable as long as they can justify it.

Ask why they have chosen selected pod (ensure they are relating it to 
feeling scared inside):
• Why have you chosen that Pod? 
• Is that what you feel like inside when you are scared?

Session 9: Scared 1 (Process Page 1)

4. Explore examples 
of how people show 
they are scared

Ask child to select pictures from those set out before session
Can you find some pictures of people who are scared around the room 
and bring them over here so we can look at them?

Discuss how the people are showing they are scared:
• How is this person showing that they are scared?
• What clues on their face show they are scared?
• What are their eyes/mouth/nose/hands/arms/legs like?

Scared Facial Features (Ekman & Friesen, 2003): 
• Brows up and together
• Wrinkles in middle of forehead (not all across)
• Upper eyelid raised up to show white of eye
• Lower eyelid tense and raised up
• Mouth open and lips back – either tense or stretched
Scared Body Language (Darwin; Dael et al, 2012; Lopez et al., 2017, Coulson 
2004):
• Body leaning/moving backwards
• Arms pushed out in front of body, often with splayed hands
• Crouching/Hiding
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5. Add face to puppet 
to illustrate scared 
expression

Child to select face from Emil’s four possible facial expressions and 
attach to Velcro on front of puppet. Check they can explain their choice.
• Which face should Emil have to show he is scared? Let’s put it on him 

now.
• How do we know that is his scared face?
• What scared clues does this face have?

6. Complete “Clues 
for feeling scared” 
learning log page.

Encourage self-reflection on experience of fear through comparison with 
Emil
• It’s time to have a think about clues for feeling scared in your learning 

log.
• Read introductory box on page to child or recap in own words
Prompt as required to complete sections
• When you last felt scared, what thoughts popped into your head?
• Do you feel the same as Emil inside when you are scared?
Provide mirror to assist with drawing face if needed.

7. Complete “What 
does feeling scared 

mean?” page.

Introduce Page
• Let’s turn over and we’re going have a think about what it means 

when we are scared
Support child to identify valence of scared (N.B. some children may 
enjoy feeling scared but it is generally still deemed an uncomfortable 
feeling)
• When we feel scared does it make us feel warm and comfortable or 

uncomfortable?
• Even if we sometimes like being scared we still feel a little bit 

uncomfortable inside

Session 9: Scared 1 (Process Page 2)

8. Re-cap 
feelings 
strength scale

Support child to identify scared messages
• When you are scared, which of these do you think have happened?

Show child laminated scale and ask them to explain it to you
We’re going to finish with our trigger game now, but before we do can 
you remind what this scale is about?
Correct any misconceptions (by now there shouldn’t be any!)

Players throw the dice and pick a picture with a symbol matching the 
dice. The pictures depict Emil in various fear situations. For each picture 
discuss the trigger and strength of feeling.
• What can you see in the picture that made Emil feel scared?
• Why is Emil scared?
• What is happening? How does Emil feel about that?
• What number do you think Emil is on our strength scale?

9. Play scared trigger 
game
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Session Objectives:
• Recap emotion identification knowledge from previous session
• Know that recalling past experience can help with understanding and judgement
• Know that imagining yourself in another person’s situation can help you understand how 

they are feeling & practise doing this within a safe environment to identify a scared 
character 

• Identify own triggers for each intensity of scared
• Identify actions likely to result from feeling scared
• Judge if an scared emotion is helpful in context
• Be able to decide whether to keep or stop a scared feeling
• Know simple disengagement strategies
• Identify their preferred way to disengage from a scared feeling

Resources Required: 
“Spider” Situational Judgement PowerPoint 
Computer to display PowerPoint
Emil Puppet, 
Feely Pods (scared selection – see Table F), 
Faces for puppet,
Laminated Feelings Strength Scale
Pictures from Scared Trigger Game (dice not required)
Learning Log pages: “My scared trigger scale”, “Do I want my emotion?” 

“Saying ‘NO’ to my emotions”
Felt Tips
Disengagement Strategy Cards
“Tennis Ball” example continuation story (PowerPoint)
Extra character puppets –Friends X, Y, & Z, Eino (brother), Parent, Teacher

Session 10: Scared 2 (Preparation)

Before the Session: 
Load the “Spider” and “Tennis Ball” PowerPoints (make sure “Spider” is 

showing on first slide for start)
Cool the S1/S2 pod if required
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1. Work through 
“Spider” situational 

judgement 
PowerPoint

Introduce activity
• Emil is trying to work  out how Efoth is feeling again today. Do you 

remember we decided the best way he can do that is to think about 
he would feel if he was in the same place as Efoth. Do you think you 
can help Emil with that?

2. Recap feeling 
strength scale and 

potential fear 
triggers

Work through slides of PowerPoint. For each one ask the child to ‘help’ 
Emil by adding features to the puppet to show their choice of emotion 
for Efoth and explain their choice
• Emil, can you show us how Efoth is feeling?
• So you think Efoth is feeling ….. Emil, how did you work that out? 

Whisper it to X and they can tell me.
If necessary follow up with scaled questions:
• What happened?
• What is Efoth thinking? What do you feel like when you think that?
• What does Efoth look like?

Re-introduce feeling strength scale (this should be very familiar by now):
• Do you remember, our feelings strength scale? What does it tell us?

3. Complete “My 
scared trigger scale” 
learning log page

Re-cap Emil’s angry triggers:
• Can you remember what made Emil feel scared last time?
• How strong was that scared feeling?
• Can you remember something which gave him a strong scared 

feeling?
Use pictures as memory prompts

Encourage child to self-reflect on own fear triggers for each strength
• We know what makes Emil feel scared, what makes you feel scared?
Prompt as required
• I think last time you told me …… makes you scared?
• When was the last time you felt scared? What were you doing?
• Sometimes I feel scared when ………… would that make you scared?

Session 10: Scared 2 (Process Page 1)

4. Play “Tennis Ball” 
trigger continuation 
PowerPoint & discuss 
consequences of 
scared emotion

At the end, explore whether the emotion was helpful (it was)?
• How does Emil feel now, what about the other character?
• How did they feel at the beginning?
• Did Emil have fun?
• Is Emil safe now?
• Did feeling scared help Emil to make a good choice?
• Was feeling scared helpful/useful for Emil in this story?

Before starting recap what the scene is showing and the strength of 
Emil’s scared feeling
• We’re going to watch another short story now. I think we’ve seen this 

picture before haven’t we? 
• What’s happening in the picture?
• How strong is Emil’s scared feeling here?
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5. Role-play 
continuation of 
different trigger 

scene using puppets

Invite child to select a different scene to role-play (Note: only classroom 
scene involves an additional character)
• Now we’re going to have a go at acting out what happens next. 

Which picture shall we try?

6. Recap “Do I want 
my emotion” page of 
learning log 
(FUN script)

Role-play should be more comfortable now so allow child to chose which 
character they wish to be (they may have to go solo unless they chose 
the classroom picture).
If situation becomes unrealistic/inappropriate, tactfully end as soon as 
possible, then re-start with leading suggestion
• Let’s see what happens if Emil does …..

Introduce Page (again this should be very familiar by now)
• Emil has just reminded us that sometimes our emotions are helpful for 

us, but sometimes they are not. It is important that when we feel an 
emotion we are able to decide whether we want to keep it or not. 
How do we decide whether to keep our emotion?

Recap Steps with child.
• What does FUN stand for?

Session 10: Scared 2 (Process Page 2)

Explain that you are going to practice using the script 
• Let’s have a practice of FUN with Emil, which picture do you think we 

should try?
Role-play continuation of scene and freeze at point where the script can 
be used appropriately
• Freeze! O.K. lets have a think about our FUN choices now..
• How are you feeling Emil? How strong is that feeling?
• Is your feeling useful?
• What should you do next? Should you keep your feeling or say no to 

it?

If appropriate continue on from above role-play if not use classroom 
scene (Emil needs to say no to his scared feelings to have fun with his 
new classmates)
• Let’s look at some ways you can say no to that angry feeling Emil.
• Let’s have a go with this scene now, (talk through FUN script) now 

let’s have a look at some ways Emil can say no to his scared feeling.
Show cards one at a time and encourage child to make Emil ‘try them’, 
then ask Emil to pick his favourite.

8. Recap 
disengagement 

strategies and select 
preferred one for 

scared

At the end, explore whether the emotion was helpful
• How does Emil feel now, what about the other character?
• How did they feel at the beginning?
• Did Emil have fun/ keep safe?
• Did feeling scared help Emil to make a good choice?
• Was feeling scared helpful/useful for Emil in this story?

7. Practice FUN script 
through puppet role-

play

Ask child to choose their best disengagement strategy for scared and 
record it on “saying no to my emotion page” in Learning Log.
• What about you, what might help you say no to your scared feeling?
• O.K. can you write it in the scared box on this page so we remember
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Session Objectives:
Know common bodily sensations and thought patterns associated with the feelings happy, 
sad, angry & scared
Identify universal facial features and common body postures for happy, sad, angry & scared 
expressions
Label the emotions happy, sad, angry & scared
Compare similarities and differences between happy, sad, angry & scared
Identify common triggers of happy, sad, angry & scared emotions
Identify likely information conveyed by happy, sad, angry & scared feelings
Identify actions likely to result from feeling happy, sad, angry or scared
Judge if a happy, sad, angry or scared emotion is helpful in context
Be able to decide whether to keep or stop a happy, sad, angry or scared feeling

Resources Required: 
Completed Happy and Sad sorting boards (from session 6)
Empty Angry and Scared sorting boards
Angry and Scared emotion features
AMC Game (Happy, Sad, Angry & Scared)
Learning Log Pages: “More Comparing Emotions” & “Do I want my Emotion?”
FUN Keyring Kit
FUN rehearsal game (The Four Emotions)
Pens
Emil Puppet, Faces & Pods (for prompting)

Session 11: Consolidation/Comparing 2 (Preparation)

Before the Session: 
Stick the sorting boards in a appropriate location
Spread the features for sorting out, mixing angry and scared features together
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1. Feature Sorting 
Challenge

Remind the child of the happy & sad sorting completed last time
• Do you remember a little while ago we made those happy and sad 

displays? What do they show us?
Ask child to complete displays for angry and scared
• Today we’ve got 2 new boards, can you add the pictures for angry 

and scared in the right places?
Highlight any errors in sorting in a constructive way
• Do these two parts of the face look quite right together?
• Shall we make Emil look scared now, does the face on the board 

match his angry face?
• Can you remember what Emil felt like inside when he was angry, 

which pod did we choose? What does that feel like?
• Which feeling makes us feel bumpy in our tummy?

2. AMC Board Game 
(All 4 Emotions)

Game aims to consolidate knowledge of triggers (antecedents), purpose 
(meaning) and consequences of happy, sad, angry & scared feelings
To play game:
• Throw dice and move number of spaces shown
• Pick up card with matching symbol 
• Answer question on card
• Winner is first player to reach the end
Provide support to answer questions as required

The sorting revolves around a Venn Diagram. The page lists many of the 
features of angry & scared feelings, help the child to sort these into the 
diagram first. Then ask them to complete the challenge at the bottom of 
the page which draws in features of happy and sad feelings too.
Encourage child to add any of their own ideas as well.

3. Complete “More 
Comparing 
Emotions”
in Learning Log:

Session 11: Consolidation/Comparing 1 (Process Page)

Use Tower game with yellow, blue, red, & black bricks:
• Remove brick from tower
• Take card of matching colour to brick
• Work through situation on card using FUN script to decide if 

character should keep emotion (hopefully the child will remember 
the script by now, but prompt as required)

• N.B. the colours are intended to link the targeted emotion of the 
situation (yellow = happy, blue = sad, red = angry, black = scared).

4. FUN rehearsal 
Tower game 
(4 colours)
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Session Objective:
Consolidate and promote competence in relation to all skills and emotions covered by the 
programme.

Resources Required: 
“Emil’s Quiz” PowerPoint
Computer to use PowerPoint on
Child’s completed Learning Log
Pens
Feedback Form

Session 12: Consolidation/Comparing 3

Before the Session: 
Load the “Emil’s Quiz” PowerPoint and leave ready on first slide

1. Emil’s Quiz Quiz is comprised of multiple choice questions designed to re-cap/assess 
all knowledge covered in programme. Introduce the Quiz to the child 
and read questions as required but encourage them to answer them 
independently.
• Today Emil has set us a special challenge, we’ve got a quiz to do to 

see how much we have learnt on our emotional intelligence journey. 
Are you ready to have a go?

• What do you think?
• Which answer would you choose?

2. Review 
Learning Log

Look through the completed Learning Log together, check child is 
confident about each page, encourage them to fill in any gaps and edit 
as appropriate (e.g. they may have different views on their triggers now).
Give learning log to child to take home.

The form aims to gather the child’s views of the programme, to enable 
future improvement.
• Do you remember when we started the programme, we said it was a 

new programme that we were trying out. I’d really like to know what 
you thought about the programme so that I can find out what I need 
to improve. I’ve got a few questions on here for you. Please answer 
them honestly as I really want to know what you think, even if its not 
good, because that will help me to make it better.

Let child know programme sessions have finished but remind them of 
the tools they have developed to help them.
• We’ve reached the end of our journey so we will not have any more 

sessions together now. I’ve really enjoyed working with you and Emil. 
• Don’t forget you’ve got your Learning Log to help you remember all 

the things we’ve learnt, and your keyring to help you remember to use 
FUN.

4. Conclude 
Programme

3. Complete feedback 
form
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Table F: Feely Pod Selections

Selection Name Happy Sad Angry Scared

Happy H1, H2, H3 S1 A3 F1

Sad Chosen by child S1, S2, S3 A2 F2

Angry Chosen by child Chosen by child A1, A2, A3 F1

Scared Chosen by child Chosen by child Chosen by child F1, F2, F3

Note: Pod selections are designed to give child a range of matching and mismatching textures for 
each emotion. The non-target emotion pods (where not chosen by the child) are selected based on 
those least frequently labelled as the target emotion during pilot testing.
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WZϯϯ 

�ƉƉĞŶĚŝǆ�<Ϯ͗�dĞŵƉůĂƚĞ�ĨŽƌ�WƵƉƉĞƚƐ�ƵƐĞĚ�ŝŶ�ƚŚĞ��ŵŝů�WƌŽŐƌĂŵŵĞ 

�ŶůĂƌŐĞ�ƚŽ�ϭϭϱй�ĨŽƌ��ŵŝů 

�ŶůĂƌŐĞ�ƚŽ�ϭϮϬй�ĨŽƌ��ĨŽƚŚ͕��ŝŶŽ͕�ĂŶĚ�&ƌŝĞŶĚƐ�y͕�z�Θ��� 

�ŶůĂƌŐĞ�ƚŽ�ϭϮϱй�ĨŽƌ�WĂƌĞŶƚ�ĂŶĚ�dĞĂĐŚĞƌ 

Puppet Template 



&ĂďƌŝĐ�ďĂƐĞ 

ĐĂƌĚ�ďĂƐĞ 

dŽƉ�ϭ 

dŽƉ�Ϯ 

dŽƉ�ϯ 

EŽƚĞ͗��Ƶƚ�ĂƌŽƵŶĚ�ŽǀĂů�ƐŚĂƉĞ�Ăƚ�
ďŽƩŽŵ͕�ŶŽƚ�ƉŽŝŶƚ�ŽĨ�ŚĞĂƌƚ͘ 

WZϯϰ 

�ƉƉĞŶĚŝǆ�<ϯ͗�&ĞĞůǇ�WŽĚ�dĞŵƉůĂƚĞƐ 

Templates for Feely Pods 



My Feelings 
Learning Log 

1DPH� 
WZϯϱ 

�ƉƉĞŶĚŝǆ�<ϰ͗�WƌŽŐƌĂŵŵĞ�>ĞĂƌŶŝŶŐ�>ŽŐ 



�ůƵĞƐ�ĨŽƌ�&ĞĞůŝŶŐ�,ĂƉƉǇ 
:H�DOO�IHHO�HPRWLRQV�LQ�GLIIHUHQW�ZD\V��:H�KDYH�VHHQ�ZKDW�(PLO�LV�
OLNH�ZKHQ�KH�LV�KDSS\��$UH�\RX�WKH�VDPH�RU�GLIIHUHQW�WR�(PLO"�)LOO�LQ�
\RXU�SDUWV�RQ�WKH�SDJH�WR�ILQG�RXW� 

Happy Thoughts 

(PLO·V�+DSS\�
7KRXJKWV 

,�OLNH« 
0\�IDYRXULWH���� 
2K�JRRG��� 

0\�+DSS\�7KRXJKWV 
 

Happy Bodies 
:KHQ�(PLO�
LV�KDSS\��KH�
IHHOV�ZDUP��
VRIW��DQG�
IOXII\�
LQVLGH��
(VSHFLDOO\�
LQ�WKHVH�
SODFHV� 

:KHQ�,�DP�
KDSS\��,�IHHO 
 
 
 

LQVLGH��
(VSHFLDOO\�LQ�
WKHVH�SODFHV� 

Happy Faces 
(PLO·V�
+DSS\�
)DFH 

0\�
+DSS\�
)DFH 

WZϯϲ 

�ƉƉĞŶĚŝǆ�<ϰ͗�WƌŽŐƌĂŵŵĞ�>ĞĂƌŶŝŶŐ�>ŽŐ 



tŚĂƚ�ĚŽĞƐ�ĨĞĞůŝŶŐ�ŚĂƉƉǇ�ŵĞĂŶ͍ 

Happy LV�D 

&RPIRUWDEOH 

&DQ�\RX�FRPSOHWH�WKH�VHQWHQFHV�EHORZ�WR�VKRZ�ZKDW�IHHOLQJ�KDSS\�LV�
DOO�DERXW" 

8QFRPIRUWDEOH 
IHHOLQJ� 

:KHQ�ZH�IHHO�KDSS\�LW�PHDQV�WKDW� 

6RPHWKLQJ�JRRG�KDV�KDSSHQHG 

:H�DUH�HQMR\LQJ�RXUVHOYHV 

:H�OLNH�ZKDW�ZH�DUH�GRLQJ 

6RPHWKLQJ�EDG�KDV�KDSSHQHG 

:H�DUH�PRUH�OLNHO\�WR�GR�VRPHWKLQJ�WKDW�
LV�JRRG�IRU�XV 

tŚŝĐŚ�ŽŶĞ�ŝƐ�ŝƚ͍ 

,ĂŶĚǇ�,ŝŶƚ͗�zŽƵ�ĐĂŶ�ƉŝĐŬ�
ŵŽƌĞ�ƚŚĂŶ�ŽŶĞ�ŽĨ�ƚŚĞƐĞ͊ 

WZϯϳ 

�ƉƉĞŶĚŝǆ�<ϰ͗�WƌŽŐƌĂŵŵĞ�>ĞĂƌŶŝŶŐ�>ŽŐ 



DǇ�,ĂƉƉǇ�dƌŝŐŐĞƌ�^ĐĂůĞ 
:KDW�PDNHV�\RX�IHHO�KDSS\"�&RPSOHWH�WKH�VFDOH�WR�VKRZ�
ZKDW�JLYHV�\RX�ZHDN��PHGLXP�DQG�VWURQJ�KDSS\�IHHOLQJV� 

6FDOH�
1XPEHU 

6WUHQJWK 0\�7ULJJHUV 

3 
VWURQJ  

2 
PHGLXP  

1 
ZHDN  

WZϯϴ 

�ƉƉĞŶĚŝǆ�<ϰ͗�WƌŽŐƌĂŵŵĞ�>ĞĂƌŶŝŶŐ�>ŽŐ 



�ůƵĞƐ�ĨŽƌ�&ĞĞůŝŶŐ�^ĂĚ 
:H�DOO�IHHO�HPRWLRQV�LQ�GLIIHUHQW�ZD\V��:H�KDYH�VHHQ�ZKDW�(PLO�LV�
OLNH�ZKHQ�KH�LV�VDG��$UH�\RX�WKH�VDPH�RU�GLIIHUHQW�WR�(PLO"�)LOO�LQ�
\RXU�SDUWV�RQ�WKH�SDJH�WR�ILQG�RXW� 

Sad Thoughts 

(PLO·V�6DG�7KRXJKWV 
2K�1R« 
,·YH�ORVW���� 
,�PLVV��� 

0\�6DG�7KRXJKWV 
 

Sad Bodies 
:KHQ�(PLO�
LV�VDG��KH�
IHHOV�FROG��
HPSW\��DQG�
ZREEO\�
LQVLGH��
(VSHFLDOO\�
LQ�WKHVH�
SODFHV� 

:KHQ�,�DP�
VDG��,�IHHO 
 
 
 

LQVLGH��
(VSHFLDOO\�LQ�
WKHVH�SODFHV� 

Sad Faces 
(PLO·V�
6DG�
)DFH 

0\�
6DG�
)DFH 

WZϯϵ 

�ƉƉĞŶĚŝǆ�<ϰ͗�WƌŽŐƌĂŵŵĞ�>ĞĂƌŶŝŶŐ�>ŽŐ 



tŚĂƚ�ĚŽĞƐ�ĨĞĞůŝŶŐ�ƐĂĚ�ŵĞĂŶ͍ 

Sad LV�DQ 

&RPIRUWDEOH 

&DQ�\RX�FRPSOHWH�WKH�VHQWHQFHV�EHORZ�WR�VKRZ�ZKDW�IHHOLQJ�VDG�LV�DOO�
DERXW" 

8QFRPIRUWDEOH 
IHHOLQJ� 

:KHQ�ZH�IHHO�VDG�LW�PHDQV�WKDW� 
6RPHWKLQJ�JRRG�KDV�KDSSHQHG 

:H�DUH�HQMR\LQJ�RXUVHOYHV 
<RX�KDYH�ORVW�VRPHWKLQJ�RU�VRPHRQH�WKDW�LV�
LPSRUWDQW�WR�\RX 

6RPHWKLQJ�EDG�KDV�KDSSHQHG 

2WKHU�SHRSOH�ZLOO�SUREDEO\�WU\�WR�KHOS�\RX�
IHHO�EHWWHU 

tŚŝĐŚ�ŽŶĞ�ŝƐ�ŝƚ͍ 

,ĂŶĚǇ�,ŝŶƚ͗�zŽƵ�ĐĂŶ�ƉŝĐŬ�
ŵŽƌĞ�ƚŚĂŶ�ŽŶĞ�ŽĨ�ƚŚĞƐĞ͊ 

WZϰϬ 

�ƉƉĞŶĚŝǆ�<ϰ͗�WƌŽŐƌĂŵŵĞ�>ĞĂƌŶŝŶŐ�>ŽŐ 



DǇ�^ĂĚ�dƌŝŐŐĞƌ�^ĐĂůĞ 
:KDW�PDNHV�\RX�IHHO�VDG"�&RPSOHWH�WKH�VFDOH�WR�VKRZ�ZKDW�
JLYHV�\RX�ZHDN��PHGLXP�DQG�VWURQJ�VDG�IHHOLQJV� 

6FDOH�
1XPEHU 

6WUHQJWK 0\�7ULJJHUV 

3 
VWURQJ  

2 
PHGLXP  

1 
ZHDN  

WZϰϭ 

�ƉƉĞŶĚŝǆ�<ϰ͗�WƌŽŐƌĂŵŵĞ�>ĞĂƌŶŝŶŐ�>ŽŐ 



:KDW�LV�WKH�VDPH�DQG�ZKDW�LV�GLIIHUHQW�DERXW�IHHOLQJ�KDSS\�DQG�VDG" 
)LOO�LQ�WKH�FLUFOHV�WR�FRPSDUH�WKHP� 8VH�WKH�TXHVWLRQV�WR�KHOS�\RX�FRPSDUH�WKHP��

<RX�FDQ�DGG�\RXU�RZQ�LGHDV�WRR� 

Happy Sad 

&RPIRUWDEOH�RU�XQFRPIRUWDEOH" +RZ�GR�ZH�VKRZ�WKHP" 
+RZ�GR�WKH\�IHHO�LQVLGH" 

:KDW�DUH�\RXU�WULJJHUV�IRU�WKHP" +RZ�GR�WKH\�PDNH�\RX�DFW" 
:KDW�WKRXJKWV�GR�\RX�KDYH�
ZKHQ�\RX�DUH�IHHOLQJ�WKHP" 

WZϰϮ 

�ƉƉĞŶĚŝǆ�<ϰ͗�WƌŽŐƌĂŵŵĞ�>ĞĂƌŶŝŶŐ�>ŽŐ 



:H�DOO�IHHO�HPRWLRQV�LQ�GLIIHUHQW�ZD\V��:H�KDYH�VHHQ�ZKDW�(PLO�LV�
OLNH�ZKHQ�KH�LV�DQJU\��$UH�\RX�WKH�VDPH�RU�GLIIHUHQW�WR�(PLO"�)LOO�LQ�
\RXU�SDUWV�RQ�WKH�SDJH�WR�ILQG�RXW� 

AngryThoughts 

(PLO·V�$QJU\�
7KRXJKWV 

,WV�QRW�IDLU« 
7KH\�GLG�WKDW�RQ�
SXUSRVH��� 

0\�$QJU\�7KRXJKWV 
 

Angry Bodies 
:KHQ�(PLO�
LV�DQJU\��KH�
IHHOV�URXJK��
ILHU\�DQG�
KDUG�LQVLGH��
(VSHFLDOO\�
LQ�WKHVH�
SODFHV� 

:KHQ�,�DP�
DQJU\��,�IHHO 
 
 
 

LQVLGH��
(VSHFLDOO\�LQ�
WKHVH�SODFHV� 

Angry Faces 
(PLO·V�
$QJU\�
)DFH 

0\�
$QJU\�
)DFH 

WZϰϯ 

�ƉƉĞŶĚŝǆ�<ϰ͗�WƌŽŐƌĂŵŵĞ�>ĞĂƌŶŝŶŐ�>ŽŐ 



tŚĂƚ�ĚŽĞƐ�ĨĞĞůŝŶŐ�ĂŶŐƌǇ�ŵĞĂŶ͍ 

Angry LV�DQ 

&RPIRUWDEOH 

&DQ�\RX�FRPSOHWH�WKH�VHQWHQFHV�EHORZ�WR�VKRZ�ZKDW�IHHOLQJ�DQJU\�LV�
DOO�DERXW" 

8QFRPIRUWDEOH 
IHHOLQJ� 

:KHQ�ZH�IHHO�DQJU\�LW�PHDQV�WKDW� 

6RPHWKLQJ�JRRG�KDV�KDSSHQHG 

(YHU\WKLQJ�LV�JUHDW 

6RPHWKLQJ�LV�VWRSSLQJ�XV�UHDFKLQJ�RXU�JRDOV 

6RPHWKLQJ�EDG�KDV�KDSSHQHG 

:H�ZDQW�VRPHWKLQJ�WR�FKDQJH 

tŚŝĐŚ�ŽŶĞ�ŝƐ�ŝƚ͍ 

,ĂŶĚǇ�,ŝŶƚ͗�zŽƵ�ĐĂŶ�ƉŝĐŬ�
ŵŽƌĞ�ƚŚĂŶ�ŽŶĞ�ŽĨ�ƚŚĞƐĞ͊ 

WZϰϰ 

�ƉƉĞŶĚŝǆ�<ϰ͗�WƌŽŐƌĂŵŵĞ�>ĞĂƌŶŝŶŐ�>ŽŐ 



DǇ��ŶŐƌǇ�dƌŝŐŐĞƌ�^ĐĂůĞ 
:KDW�PDNHV�\RX�IHHO�DQJU\"�&RPSOHWH�WKH�VFDOH�WR�VKRZ�
ZKDW�JLYHV�\RX�ZHDN��PHGLXP�DQG�VWURQJ�DQJU\�IHHOLQJV� 

6FDOH�
1XPEHU 

6WUHQJWK 0\�7ULJJHUV 

3 
VWURQJ  

2 
PHGLXP  

1 
ZHDN  

WZϰϱ 

�ƉƉĞŶĚŝǆ�<ϰ͗�WƌŽŐƌĂŵŵĞ�>ĞĂƌŶŝŶŐ�>ŽŐ 



�ůƵĞƐ�ĨŽƌ�&ĞĞůŝŶŐ�^ĐĂƌĞĚ 
:H�DOO�IHHO�HPRWLRQV�LQ�GLIIHUHQW�ZD\V��:H�KDYH�VHHQ�ZKDW�(PLO�LV�
OLNH�ZKHQ�KH�LV�VFDUHG��$UH�\RX�WKH�VDPH�RU�GLIIHUHQW�WR�(PLO"�)LOO�LQ�
\RXU�SDUWV�RQ�WKH�SDJH�WR�ILQG�RXW� 

Scared Thoughts 

(PLO·V�6FDUHG�
7KRXJKWV 

:KDW�LI« 
,�PLJKW�JHW�KXUW��� 

0\�6FDUHG�7KRXJKWV 
 

Scared Bodies 
:KHQ�(PLO�
LV�VFDUHG��
KH�IHHOV�
IX]]\�DQG�
EXPS\�
LQVLGH��
(VSHFLDOO\�
LQ�WKHVH�
SODFHV� 

:KHQ�,�DP�
VFDUHG��,�
IHHO 
 
 

LQVLGH��
(VSHFLDOO\�LQ�
WKHVH�SODFHV� 

Scared Faces 
(PLO·V�
6FDUHG�
)DFH 

0\�
6FDUHG�
)DFH 

WZϰϲ 

�ƉƉĞŶĚŝǆ�<ϰ͗�WƌŽŐƌĂŵŵĞ�>ĞĂƌŶŝŶŐ�>ŽŐ 



tŚĂƚ�ĚŽĞƐ�ĨĞĞůŝŶŐ�ƐĐĂƌĞĚ�ŵĞĂŶ͍ 

Scared LV�DQ 

&RPIRUWDEOH 

&DQ�\RX�FRPSOHWH�WKH�VHQWHQFHV�EHORZ�WR�VKRZ�ZKDW�IHHOLQJ�VFDUHG�
LV�DOO�DERXW" 

8QFRPIRUWDEOH 
IHHOLQJ� 

:KHQ�ZH�IHHO�VFDUHG�LW�PHDQV�WKDW� 

6RPHWKLQJ�JRRG�KDV�KDSSHQHG 

:H�WKLQN�ZH�DUH�LQ�GDQJHU 

:H�WKLQN�ZH�DUH�VDIH 

6RPHWKLQJ�GDQJHURXV�PLJKW�EH�KDSSHQLQJ 

:H�PLJKW�JHW�KXUW 

tŚŝĐŚ�ŽŶĞ�ŝƐ�ŝƚ͍ 

,ĂŶĚǇ�,ŝŶƚ͗�zŽƵ�ĐĂŶ�ƉŝĐŬ�
ŵŽƌĞ�ƚŚĂŶ�ŽŶĞ�ŽĨ�ƚŚĞƐĞ͊ 

WZϰϳ 

�ƉƉĞŶĚŝǆ�<ϰ͗�WƌŽŐƌĂŵŵĞ�>ĞĂƌŶŝŶŐ�>ŽŐ 



DǇ�^ĐĂƌĞĚ�dƌŝŐŐĞƌ�^ĐĂůĞ 
:KDW�PDNHV�\RX�IHHO�VFDUHG"�&RPSOHWH�WKH�VFDOH�WR�VKRZ�
ZKDW�JLYHV�\RX�ZHDN��PHGLXP�DQG�VWURQJ�VFDUHG�IHHOLQJV� 

6FDOH�
1XPEHU 

6WUHQJWK 0\�7ULJJHUV 

3 
VWURQJ  

2 
PHGLXP  

1 
ZHDN  

WZϰϴ 

�ƉƉĞŶĚŝǆ�<ϰ͗�WƌŽŐƌĂŵŵĞ�>ĞĂƌŶŝŶŐ�>ŽŐ 



+RZ�GR�DQJU\�DQG�VFDUHG�FRPSDUH�ZLWK�KDSS\�DQG�VDG"�8QGHUOLQH�DQ\WKLQJ�WKDW�LV�VDPH�DV�
ZKHQ�\RX�IHHO�KDSS\�LQ�RUDQJH��&LUFOH�DQ\WKLQJ�WKDW�LV�WKH�VDPH�DV�ZKHQ�\RX�IHHO�VDG�LQ�EOXH� 

Angry Scared 

:KDW�LV�WKH�VDPH�DQG�ZKDW�LV�GLIIHUHQW�DERXW�IHHOLQJ�DQJU\�DQG�VFDUHG"� 
3XW�WKHVH�LGHDV�LQ�WKH�YHQQ�GLDJUDP�WR�FRPSDUH�WKHP��eyebrows raised, eyebrows lowered,  eyes big showing white, 
eyes bulging, mouth open, lips drawn back, lips pressed together, feel it in heart, feel it in head, feel it in arms, feel it in legs,    
feel it in tummy, want to fight, want to run away� 

$OVR�WKLQN�DERXW��$UH�WKH\�FRPIRUWDEOH�RU�XQFRPIRUWDEOH"�:KDW�DUH�\RXU�WULJJHUV" 

WZϰϵ 

�ƉƉĞŶĚŝǆ�<ϰ͗�WƌŽŐƌĂŵŵĞ�>ĞĂƌŶŝŶŐ�>ŽŐ 



Do I want my Emotion? 
$OZD\V�WKLQN�)81� 

+RZ�DP�,�IHHOLQJ" 
 
+RZ�VWURQJ�LV�WKH�IHHOLQJ" 

,V�WKH�IHHOLQJ�XVHIXO�IRU�PH" 
 
:LOO�LW�KHOS�PH�DQG�HYHU\ERG\�
HOVH�KDYH�IXQ" 

:KDW�VKRXOG�,�GR�QH[W" 
6KRXOG�,�FDUU\�RQ�IHHOLQJ�OLNH�
WKLV"�2U 
6KRXOG�,�VD\�12��WR�P\�
HPRWLRQ" 

If your feeling is useful to you and will help you and 
others around to have fun then carry on and let 
yourself have the feeling. 

If your feeling is not useful for you and will not help you 
have fun, you need to take action to make it go away. 

WZϱϬ 

�ƉƉĞŶĚŝǆ�<ϰ͗�WƌŽŐƌĂŵŵĞ�>ĞĂƌŶŝŶŐ�>ŽŐ 



Saying ‘NO’ to my Emotions 
7KHUH�DUH�ORWV�RI�GLIIHUHQW�ZD\V�ZH�
FDQ�PDNH�RXU�IHHOLQJV�JR�DZD\�ZKHQ�

WKH\�DUH�QRW�XVHIXO 

7KLV�SDJH�LV�IRU�\RX�WR�ZULWH�GRZQ�\RXU�IDYRXULWH�
ZD\V�RI�VD\LQJ�¶12·�WR�HDFK�RI�\RXU�IHHOLQJV� 

)HHOLQJ +RZ�,�OLNH�WR�VD\�¶12· 

Happy  

Sad  

Angry  

Scared  

WZϱϭ 

�ƉƉĞŶĚŝǆ�<ϰ͗�WƌŽŐƌĂŵŵĞ�>ĞĂƌŶŝŶŐ�>ŽŐ 



Stand on 1 leg for 
10 seconds 

Move your arm in a 
circle 6 times 

Point to your throat 
Stamp your feet 8 

times 

�ƉƉĞŶĚŝǆ�<ϱ͗��ĂƌĚ�ĂŶĚ�^ƉŝŶŶĞƌ�ƚĞŵƉůĂƚĞƐ�ĨŽƌ�ƚŚĞ�ŝŶƚƌŽĚƵĐƚŽƌǇ�ŐĂŵĞ 

WZϱϮ 



Rub your tummy 
with your right 

hand 

Pat your head with 
your left hand 

Tap your chest with 
both hands 

Point to your eyes 

�ƉƉĞŶĚŝǆ�<ϱ͗��ĂƌĚ�ĂŶĚ�^ƉŝŶŶĞƌ�ƚĞŵƉůĂƚĞƐ�ĨŽƌ�ƚŚĞ�ŝŶƚƌŽĚƵĐƚŽƌǇ�ŐĂŵĞ 

WZϱϯ 



Squeeze your nose 
Poke your tongue 
out of your mouth 

Raise your 
eyebrows 

Pinch your cheeks 

�ƉƉĞŶĚŝǆ�<ϱ͗��ĂƌĚ�ĂŶĚ�^ƉŝŶŶĞƌ�ƚĞŵƉůĂƚĞƐ�ĨŽƌ�ƚŚĞ�ŝŶƚƌŽĚƵĐƚŽƌǇ�ŐĂŵĞ 

WZϱϰ 



Show Emil 
something fuzzy 

Find something 
bumpy 

Find a picture of 
something fiery 

Touch something 
hard 

�ƉƉĞŶĚŝǆ�<ϱ͗��ĂƌĚ�ĂŶĚ�^ƉŝŶŶĞƌ�ƚĞŵƉůĂƚĞƐ�ĨŽƌ�ƚŚĞ�ŝŶƚƌŽĚƵĐƚŽƌǇ�ŐĂŵĞ 

WZϱϱ 



Touch something 
rough 

Find a picture of 
something cold 

Show Emil wobbly 
Show Emil 

something fluffy 

�ƉƉĞŶĚŝǆ�<ϱ͗��ĂƌĚ�ĂŶĚ�^ƉŝŶŶĞƌ�ƚĞŵƉůĂƚĞƐ�ĨŽƌ�ƚŚĞ�ŝŶƚƌŽĚƵĐƚŽƌǇ�ŐĂŵĞ 

WZϱϲ 



Touch something 
smooth 

Touch something 
soft 

Show Emil 
something warm 

Find something 
light 

�ƉƉĞŶĚŝǆ�<ϱ͗��ĂƌĚ�ĂŶĚ�^ƉŝŶŶĞƌ�ƚĞŵƉůĂƚĞƐ�ĨŽƌ�ƚŚĞ�ŝŶƚƌŽĚƵĐƚŽƌǇ�ŐĂŵĞ 

WZϱϳ 



�ƉƉĞŶĚŝǆ�<ϱ͗��ĂƌĚ�ĂŶĚ�^ƉŝŶŶĞƌ�ƚĞŵƉůĂƚĞƐ�ĨŽƌ�ƚŚĞ�ŝŶƚƌŽĚƵĐƚŽƌǇ�ŐĂŵĞ 

WZϱϴ 



Appendix K6: Copies of the paper back-up versions of the Emil Stories 

This appendix contains the digital templates for the paper versions of the Emil Stories. These were 
created in case computer failure prevented the video stories being used. The paper back-ups are 
included in this appendix, rather than the slides from the video stories, because these copies have 
the stories written in text; enabling the reader to see the stories used. 
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Emil’s 1st Story
A sunny day

PR60

Appendix K6: Paper back-up of Emil’s 1st Story



Emil woke up and looked out of  the window.

It was sunny outside.
PR61

Appendix K6: Paper back-up of Emil’s 1st Story



Oh good, I like 
sunny days

“Oh good, I like sunny days. I think I 
will go for a walk later,” thought Emil.

He felt soft and fluffy inside.
PR62

Appendix K6: Paper back-up of Emil’s 1st Story



Emil got out of  bed and went downstairs.

PR63

Appendix K6: Paper back-up of Emil’s 1st Story



Yummy, my 
favourite food

His mum had cooked him pancakes for breakfast.
“Yummy, my favourite food!” Emil thought.

He noticed that his head 
felt light and smooth and 
his heart felt very warm 
inside his chest.

PR64

Appendix K6: Paper back-up of Emil’s 1st Story



How is Emil Feeling?

Angry Happy Sad Scared
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Appendix K6: Paper back-up of Emil’s 1st Story



Emil’s 2nd Story
One rainy day…

PR66

Appendix K6: Paper back-up of Emil’s 2nd Story



Emil watched the rain fall 
outside the window.
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Appendix K6: Paper back-up of Emil’s 2nd Story



Oh No, I can’t go 
skateboarding.

“Oh No, I can’t go skateboarding. I was 
really looking forward to it.” He thought.

Emil felt cold and empty inside. He noticed that his arms and legs felt 
heavy and he didn’t want to move. 

PR68

Appendix K6: Paper back-up of Emil’s 2nd Story



Emil looked for his favourite toy to 
play with instead. But he couldn’t 
find it anywhere.

PR69

Appendix K6: Paper back-up of Emil’s 2nd Story



I’ve lost 
my 

favourite 
toy.

“I’ve lost my favourite toy,” 
thought Emil.

His throat hurt and his eyes filled with tears. He felt wobbly inside.
PR70

Appendix K6: Paper back-up of Emil’s 2nd Story



How is Emil Feeling?

Angry Happy Sad Scared
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Appendix K6: Paper back-up of Emil’s 2nd Story



Emil’s 3rd Story
A storm is coming…

PR72

Appendix K6: Paper back-up of Emil’s 3rd Story



Emil went downstairs to play on the computer.
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Appendix K6: Paper back-up of Emil’s 3rd Story



Suddenly his brother Eino pushed past 
him and got to the computer first.

PR74

Appendix K6: Paper back-up of Emil’s 3rd Story



He did 
that on 

purpose!

“He did that on purpose!” thought Emil. 
“He knew I wanted to go on the 
computer and now there’s a storm 
starting so I can’t play outside.” 

Emil noticed that he felt rough inside. His heart started beating faster 
and his face felt like it was burning.

PR75

Appendix K6: Paper back-up of Emil’s 3rd Story



Go and 
tidy your 

rooms

Then Emil’s mum came in and 
told them both to go and tidy 
their rooms.

PR76

Appendix K6: Paper back-up of Emil’s 3rd Story



Its not 
fair!

“Its not fair!” thought Emil. “I’ll 
never get to play on the computer.” 

His head and heart felt fiery and his 
hands and arms went hard.

PR77

Appendix K6: Paper back-up of Emil’s 3rd Story



Emil stomped upstairs to his room.
PR78

Appendix K6: Paper back-up of Emil’s 3rd Story



How is Emil Feeling?

Angry Happy Sad Scared
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Appendix K6: Paper back-up of Emil’s 3rd Story



Emil’s 4th Story
On a stormy night…

PR80

Appendix K6: Paper back-up of Emil’s 4th Story



Emil was woken up by a 
bright flash of  lightning 
followed by a loud clap of  
thunder outside his 
bedroom window.

PR81

Appendix K6: Paper back-up of Emil’s 4th Story



What was that?
Are we going to 

get hurt?

“What was that?” thought Emil. “Are we going to get hurt?” 

He noticed that her felt bumpy inside and 
his heart was pounding inside his chest.

PR82

Appendix K6: Paper back-up of Emil’s 4th Story



Then there was another flash 
and bang. Emil jumped out of  
bed but then saw that Eino’s pet 
snake had escaped and was 
slithering through the darkness 
towards him.

His breathing was very fast. 
Emil felt fuzzy inside and his 
skin started to feel cold.

PR83

Appendix K6: Paper back-up of Emil’s 4th Story



What if it 
bites me?

“What if  it bites me?” he thought. 
“I will get really hurt.”

PR84

Appendix K6: Paper back-up of Emil’s 4th Story



He jumped back 
onto his bed.

PR85

Appendix K6: Paper back-up of Emil’s 4th Story



How is Emil Feeling?

Angry Happy Sad Scared

PR86

Appendix K6: Paper back-up of Emil’s 4th Story



Appendix K7: Emotion expression picture pack image record 
 

 

Happy Picture Pack 

Target 
Facial 
Expression 

     

 

 

Yellow Door “Talk 
about…How we feel” 
Card 1: Happy(boy) 

Yellow Door “Talk 
about…How we feel” 
Card 2: Happy(girl) 

Picture my Picture 
“Emotions Flashcards” 
Happy card (attribution 
‘Smile’ by Sofia) 

Picture my Picture 
“Emotions Flashcards” 
happy (attribution ‘girl’ by 
maria del carmen Gomez) 

Colorcards® “Emotions & 
Expressions 2” Card Pack: 
Card number 14 

 

Target 
Body 
Language 

     

 

 
https://www.freeimages.
com/photo/feeling-free-
1429622 

https://www.freeimages.
com/photo/harvest-
freedom-2-1058267 

https://www.freeimages.
com/photo/sunset-joy-
1361279 

Researcher’s personal 
photo collection 

https://www.freeimages.
com/photo/bye-bye-sun-
1314506 

 

Non-target 
images 

      

 

Colorcards® “Emotions & 
Expressions 2” Card Pack: 
Card number 36 

Picture my Picture 
“Emotions Flashcards” 
Happy card (attribution 
‘scared’ by Brianna 
lehman) 

Researcher’s personal 
photo collection 

Colorcards® “Emotions & 
Expressions 2” Card Pack: 
Card number 8 

Colorcards® “Emotions & 
Expressions 2” Card Pack: 
Card number 44 

Researcher’s personal 
photo collection 
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Appendix K7: Emotion expression picture pack image record 
 

 

 

Sad Picture Pack 

Target 
facial 
expression 
images 

      

 

Picture my Picture 
“Emotions Flashcards” 
sad card (attribution 
‘Crying girl’ by David D) 

Picture my Picture 
“Emotions Flashcards” 
sad card (attribution ‘Sad 
beauty’ by Kamaljith) 

Yellow Door “Talk 
about…How we feel” Card 
11: Sad (boy teenager) 

Yellow Door “Talk 
about…How we feel” Card 
12: Sad (girl teenager) 

Picture my Picture 
“Emotions Flashcards” 
sad card (attribution 
‘Crying’ by Joshua Blount) 

 

Target 
body 
language 
images 

      

 
Colorcards® “Emotions & 
Expressions 2” Card Pack: 
Card number 19 

https://pixabay.com/phot
o-2101834/ 

https://pixabay.com/phot
o-2567395/ 

Colorcards® “Emotions & 
Expressions 2” Card Pack: 
Card number 38 

Researcher’s personal 
photo collection 

 

Non-target 
images 

      

 

Researcher’s personal 
photo collection 

Yellow Door “Talk 
about…How we feel” Card 
21: Frightened (boy) 

Picture my Picture 
“Emotions Flashcards” 
happy card (attribution 
‘The Happy Guy’ by Kevin 
Dooley) 

Picture my Picture 
“Emotions Flashcards” 
angry card (attribution by 
Ashish_Choudhary) 

Colorcards® “Emotions & 
Expressions 2” Card Pack: 
Card number 1 

Researcher’s personal 
photo collection 
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Appendix K7: Emotion expression picture pack image record 
 

 

 

Angry Picture Pack 

Target 
facial 
expression 
images 

      

 

Picture my Picture 
“Emotions Flashcards” 
angry card (attribution 
‘Anger2.jpg’ by Doug 
RIchardson) 

Picture my Picture 
“Emotions Flashcards” 
angry card (attribution by 
PourquoiPas) 

Colorcards® “Emotions & 
Expressions 2” Card Pack: 
Card number 40 

Colorcards® “Emotions & 
Expressions 2” Card Pack: 
Card number 6 

Yellow Door “Talk 
about…How we feel” Card 
5: Cross (boy) 

 

Target 
body 
language 
images 

      

 
 https://www.freeimages.
com/photo/affettuoso-
carloso-1-1505380 

https://pixabay.com/en/a
nger-angry-bad-isolated-
dangerous-18615/ 

https://pixabay.com/en/b
oy-teen-schoolboy-anger-
angry-2736659/  

Researcher’s personal 
photo collection 

  

Non-
target 
images 

      
 Yellow Door “Talk 

about…How we feel” Card 
3: Happy (boy teenager) 

Yellow Door “Talk 
about…How we feel” Card 
4: Happy (girl teenager) 

Yellow Door “Talk 
about…How we feel” Card 
10: Sad (girl) 

Colorcards® “Emotions & 
Expressions 2” Card Pack: 
Card number 25 

Researcher’s personal 
photo collection 

Researcher’s personal 
photo collection 
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Appendix K7: Emotion expression picture pack image record 
 

 

 

Scared Picture Pack 

Target 
facial 
expression 
images 

      

 

Colorcards® “Emotions & 
Expressions 2” Card 
Pack: Card number 39 

Picture my Picture 
“Emotions Flashcards” 
scared card (no 
attribution) 

Yellow Door “Talk 
about…How we feel” 
Card 23: Frightened (boy 
teenager) 

Yellow Door “Talk 
about…How we feel” 
Card 24: Frightened (girl 
teenager) 

Picture my Picture 
“Emotions Flashcards” 
scared card (attribution 
‘Nervous Woman’ by 
amenclinicsphotos ac) 

 

Target 
body 
language 
images 

      

 
Colorcards® “Emotions & 
Expressions 2” Card 
Pack: Card number 32 

https://pixabay.com/en/
scared-fear-person-
stress-young-2840243/ 

Researcher’s personal 
photo collection 

https://pixabay.com/en/
fear-fright-danger-
horror-scared-1172372/ 

Researcher’s personal 
photo collection 

 

Non-target 
images 

      
 Picture my Picture 

“Emotions Flashcards” 
angry card (attribution 
‘scream and shout’ by 
Mindaugas Danys) 

Colorcards® “Emotions & 
Expressions 2” Card 
Pack: Card number 43 

Researcher’s personal 
photo collection 

Colorcards® “Emotions & 
Expressions 2” Card 
Pack: Card number 31 

Yellow Door “Talk 
about…How we feel” 
Card 9: Sad (boy) 

Colorcards® “Emotions & 
Expressions 2” Card 
Pack: Card number 20 
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3 
VWURQJ 

2 
PHGLXP 

1 
ZHDN 

6FDOH�1XPEHU 6WUHQJWK 

Feelings Strength Scale 
�ƉƉĞŶĚŝǆ�<ϴ͗�&ĞĞůŝŶŐƐ�^ƚƌĞŶŐƚŚ�^ĐĂůĞ�ƵƐĞĚ�ŝŶ�ƉƌŽŐƌĂŵŵĞ�ƐĞƐƐŝŽŶƐ�;ĞŶůĂƌŐĞĚ�ƚŽ��ϯ�Θ�ůĂŵŝŶĂƚĞĚͿ͘ 

WZϵϭ 



I love hugs

Appendix K9: Pictures for trigger games
(Happy Game)
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Appendix K9: Pictures for trigger 
games
(Happy Game)
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Hi Dad, it’s 
great to see 

you!

Appendix K9: Pictures for trigger games
(Happy Game)
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Wheeee!

Appendix K9: Pictures for trigger games
(Happy Game)
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To 
Emil

Appendix K9: Pictures for trigger games
(Happy Game)
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Appendix K9: Pictures for trigger games
(Happy Game)
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Appendix K9: Pictures for trigger games
(Happy Game)

PR98

Icons for Dice & Backs of Pictures



I’m not 
your 
friend 

any more

Appendix K9: Pictures for trigger games
(Sad Game)
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Appendix K9: Pictures for trigger games
(Sad Game)
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Appendix K9: Pictures for trigger games (Sad Game)
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Hello 
Eino

Appendix K9: Pictures for trigger games (Sad Game)
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I’m very 
disappointed 

with your 
behaviour 

today

Appendix K9: Pictures for trigger games (Sad Game)
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COMMUNITY NOTICEBOARD

LOST!

Please help me 
find my dog.
From Emil. 

Pilates
Tuesdays
6:00-7:30 

School Hall

SCHOOL 
FAIR

Saturday 
10-4

Appendix K9: Pictures for trigger games
(Sad Game)
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Appendix K9: Pictures for trigger games
(Sad Game)

PR105

Icons for Dice & Backs of Pictures



Appendix K9: Pictures for trigger games
(Angry Game)
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You can’t play with 
us. You stink!

Appendix K9: Pictures for trigger games
(Angry Game)
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It’s not 
fair I 

want a 
go!

Appendix K9: Pictures for trigger games
(Angry Game)
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You broke my 
favourite 

plate! Go to 
your rooms.This is Eino’s

fault, he 
pushed the 
plate off the 

table!

Appendix K9: Pictures for trigger games (Angry Game)
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Emil you 
haven’t done 

enough 
work. You 
will miss 

play.

That’s not 
fair! The 

work is too 
hard for me.

Appendix K9: Pictures for trigger games (Angry Game)
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You’re 
rubbish at 
running!

That’s a 
mean and 
horrible 

thing to say.

Appendix K9: Pictures for trigger games (Angry Game)
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Appendix K9: Pictures for trigger games
(Angry Game)

PR112

Icons for Dice & Backs of Pictures



Appendix K9: Pictures for trigger games
(Scared Game)
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Appendix K9: Pictures for trigger games
(Scared Game)
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Uh, Oh, I’ve 
lost it.

Appendix K9: Pictures for trigger games
(Scared Game)
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I’m lost, will I 
ever find my 
way home? I 

might get hurt 
in the storm.

Appendix K9: Pictures for trigger games (Scared Game)
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Everyone say 
hello to our 
new pupil 

Emil.

Appendix K9: Pictures for trigger games (Scared Game)
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Appendix K9: Pictures for trigger games (Scared Game)
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Appendix K9: Pictures for trigger games
(Scared Game)

PR119

Icons for Dice & Backs of Pictures



Appendix K10: Situational Judgement PowerPoint Slides (Scooter)
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I really like my new 
red scooter, I’m 

looking forward to 
riding it.

Appendix K10: Situational Judgement PowerPoint Slides (Scooter)
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I really like my new 
red scooter, I’m 

looking forward to 
riding it.

Appendix K10: Situational Judgement PowerPoint Slides (Scooter)
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I really like my new 
red scooter, I’m 

looking forward to 
riding it.

Appendix K10: Situational Judgement PowerPoint Slides (Scooter)
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Appendix K10: Situational Judgement PowerPoint Slides (Missed)
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Oh No! I’ve 
missed the 

goal. My Team 
have lost the 
game now.

Appendix K10: Situational Judgement PowerPoint Slides (Missed)
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Oh No! I’ve 
missed the 

goal. My Team 
have lost the 
game now.

Appendix K10: Situational Judgement PowerPoint Slides (Missed)
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Oh No! I’ve 
missed the 

goal. My Team 
have lost the 
game now.

Appendix K10: Situational Judgement PowerPoint Slides (Missed)
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Appendix K10: Situational Judgement PowerPoint Slides (Phone)
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You’ve 
broken my 
phone!

Appendix K10: Situational Judgement PowerPoint Slides (Phone)
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You’ve 
broken my 
phone!

Appendix K10: Situational Judgement PowerPoint Slides (Phone)
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You’ve 
broken my 
phone!

Appendix K10: Situational Judgement PowerPoint Slides (Phone)
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Appendix K10: Situational Judgement PowerPoint Slides (Spider)
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What if it’s 
poisonous?

Appendix K10: Situational Judgement PowerPoint Slides (Spider)
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What if it’s 
poisonous?

Appendix K10: Situational Judgement PowerPoint Slides (Spider)
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What if it’s 
poisonous?

Appendix K10: Situational Judgement PowerPoint Slides (Spider)
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Appendix K11: Example trigger continuation story slides (Football)
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YES! 
I scored

Oh No! I 
didn’t save the 

goal.

Appendix K11: Example trigger continuation story slides (Football)
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I love 
football. I’m 
so good at 
scoring.

I’m rubbish at 
football.

Appendix K11: Example trigger continuation story slides (Football)
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Hello 
Eino

Appendix K11: Example trigger continuation story slides (Hospital)
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How 
are 
you?

I’ve 
broken 

my arm.

Appendix K11: Example trigger continuation story slides (Hospital)
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Oh No! 
That’s 
really 
badI 

know. 

Appendix K11: Example trigger continuation story slides (Hospital)
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You’re 
rubbish at 
running!

That’s a 
mean and 
horrible 

thing to say.

Appendix K11: Example trigger continuation story slides (Friends)
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Don’t be 
so mean!

Appendix K11: Example trigger continuation story slides (Friends)
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You’re right, 
I shouldn’t 

have said it. 
I’m sorry.

How would 
you like it if 

someone 
said that to 

you?

I’m sorry too.

Appendix K11: Example trigger continuation story slides (Friends)
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You’re right, 
I shouldn’t 

have said it. 
I’m sorry.

How would 
you like it if 

someone 
said that to 

you?

I’m sorry too.

Appendix K11: Example trigger continuation story slides (Friends)
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Appendix K11: Example trigger continuation story slides (Friends)
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Appendix K11: Example trigger continuation story slides (Tennis)
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Appendix K11: Example trigger continuation story slides (Tennis)
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Phew! I dodged it

REPLAY

Appendix K11: Example trigger continuation story slides (Tennis)
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Appendix K12: Disengagement strategy cards 03/05/2020

PR151-153 1

Count backwards from 
20

20, 19, 18, 17, 16, 15, 
14, 13, 12, 11, 10, 9, 
8, 7, 6, 5, 4, 3, 2, 1, 0

Tell yourself to STOP

STOP!

Give your thinking brain 
time

Tell yourself you can 
handle this

I can handle this!



Appendix K12: Disengagement strategy cards 03/05/2020

PR151-153 2

Walk Away Tell someone else how 
you feel

I feel…

Breathe deeply – in and 
out 5 times

Tense and relax your 
muscles



Appendix K12: Disengagement strategy cards 03/05/2020

PR151-153 3

Take some exercise Go into a deserted place 
and shout

RAAAA!

Feel your pulse Picture yourself dealing with 
the situation calmly and 

strongly



Appendix K13: Resources for Emotion Features sorting (Happy & Sad)
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Appendix K13: Resources for Emotion Features sorting (Happy & Sad)
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Appendix K13: Resources for Emotion Features sorting (Happy & Sad)
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Appendix K13: Resources for Emotion Features sorting (Happy & Sad)
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Appendix K13: Resources for Emotion Features sorting (Happy & Sad)
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Appendix K13: Resources for Emotion Features sorting (Happy & Sad)
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Appendix K13: Resources for Emotion Features sorting (Happy & Sad)
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Appendix K13: Resources for Emotion Features sorting (Happy & Sad)
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Appendix K13: Resources for Emotion Features sorting (Happy & Sad)
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Appendix K13: Resources for Emotion Features sorting (Happy & Sad)
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Appendix K13: Resources for Emotion Features sorting (Happy & Sad)
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Appendix K13: Resources for Emotion Features sorting (Happy & Sad)
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Appendix K13: Resources for Emotion Features sorting (Happy & Sad)
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Appendix K13: Resources for Emotion Features sorting (Happy & Sad)
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Appendix K13: Resources for Emotion Features sorting (Happy & Sad)
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Appendix K13: Resources for Emotion Features sorting (Happy & Sad)
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Appendix K13: Resources for Emotion Features sorting 
(Angry & Scared)
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Appendix K13: Resources for Emotion Features sorting 
(Angry & Scared)
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Appendix K13: Resources for Emotion Features sorting (Angry & Scared)
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Appendix K13: Resources for Emotion Features sorting (Angry & Scared)
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Appendix K13: Resources for Emotion Features sorting (Angry & Scared)
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Appendix K13: Resources for Emotion Features sorting (Angry & Scared)
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Appendix K13: Resources for Emotion Features sorting (Angry & Scared)
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Appendix K13: Resources for Emotion Features sorting (Angry & Scared)
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Appendix K13: Resources for Emotion Features sorting (Angry & Scared)
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Appendix K13: Resources for Emotion Features sorting (Angry & Scared)
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Emil’s Understanding Emotions Game 

Happy & Sad 
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6DP·V�SHW�UDEELW�KDV�KXUW�
LWV�SDZ��+RZ�ZLOO�WKLV�
SUREDEO\�PDNH�6DP�IHHO"� 

:K\�LV�WKLV�SHUVRQ�KDSS\" 

-HQQ\�LV�HDWLQJ�DQ�LFH�
FUHDP��7KLV�LV�KHU�
IDYRXULWH�WUHDW��+RZ�ZLOO�
WKLV�SUREDEO\�PDNH�KHU�
IHHO" 

:K\�LV�WKLV�SHUVRQ�VDG" 
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7LQD�LV�IHHOLQJ�KDSS\��:KDW�
PLJKW�KDYH�KDSSHQHG�WR�
PDNH�KHU�IHHO�OLNH�WKLV" 

:K\�DUH�WKHVH�SHRSOH�KDSS\" 

%RE�LV�IHHOLQJ�VDG��:KDW�
PLJKW�KDYH�KDSSHQHG�WR�
PDNH�KLP�IHHO�OLNH�WKLV" 

:K\�LV�WKLV�
SHUVRQ�VDG" 
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6DOO\�KDV�MXVW�ZDWFKHG�D�
ILOP�DERXW�D�FDW�JHWWLQJ�
KXUW�DQG�LV�IHHOLQJ�VDG��
ZKDW�GRHV�WKLV�WHOO�KHU"� 

-DQH�LV�IHHOLQJ�KDSS\��,V�
VKH�PRUH�OLNHO\�WR�GR�
VRPHWKLQJ�WKDW�LV�JRRG�IRU�
KHU"� 

-RH�LV�IHHOLQJ�KDSS\��'RHV�
WKLV�PHDQ�KH�OLNHV�ZKDW�KH�
LV�GRLQJ"� 

%UHQGD�KDV�MXVW�ZDWFKHG�D�
IXQQ\�PRYLH�DQG�LV�IHHOLQJ�
KDSS\��:KDW�GRHV�WKLV�WHOO�
KHU"� 
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%RE�LV�IHHOLQJ�VDG��,V�KH�
HQMR\LQJ�ZKDW�KH�LV�GRLQJ" 

/XF\�LV�IHHOLQJ�VDG��'RHV�
WKLV�PHDQ�VRPHWKLQJ�JRRG�
KDV�KDSSHQHG" 

6XVDQ�LV�IHHOLQJ�VDG�DQG�LV�
VKRZLQJ�WKLV�E\�FU\LQJ��,V�
VKH�OLNHO\�WR�JHW�KHOS�IURP�
RWKHUV" 

/LDP�KDV�JRQH�VZLPPLQJ��
+H�LV�IHHOLQJ�KDSS\��'RHV�
WKLV�PHDQ�KH�HQMR\V�
VZLPPLQJ" 
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3DXO�KDV�ZRNHQ�XS�IHHOLQJ�
KDSS\��:KDW�PLJKW�KH�GR�
QH[W" 

-LOO�LV�IHHOLQJ�VDG�EHFDXVH�
VKH�IRUJRW�DOO�KHU�VSHOOLQJV�
LQ�WKH�WHVW��:KDW�ZLOO�VKH�
SUREDEO\�GR�QH[W" 

%HQ�LV�ZDWFKLQJ�D�VDG�ILOP�
DQG�LV�VWDUWLQJ�WR�IHHO�VDG��
:KDW�PLJKW�KH�GR" 

6XVLH�KDV�FRPH�KRPH�IURP�
VFKRRO�IHHOLQJ�VDG��:KDW�
PLJKW�VKH�GR�QH[W" 
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/R]�FRPHV�RXW�RQWR�WKH�
SOD\JURXQG�IHHOLQJ�KDSS\��
:KDW�PLJKW�VKH�GR�QH[W" 

/H[L�LV�KDSS\�EHFDXVH�VKH�
LV�DW�KRPH��:KDW�PLJKW�VKH�
GR�QH[W" 

7LP�LV�IHHOLQJ�VDG�EHFDXVH�
KLV�FDW�KDV�KXUW�LWV�WDLO��
:KDW�PLJKW�KH�GR" 

-XQR�LV�KDSS\�EHFDXVH�KH�
OLNHV�KLV�QHZ�KDLU�FXW��
:KDW�PLJKW�KH�GR" 
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(G�LV�LQ�WKH�SDUN��+H�LV�
IHHOLQJ�KDSS\��:KDW�PLJKW�
KDYH�KDSSHQHG�WR�PDNH�KLP�
IHHO�OLNH�WKLV" 

:K\�LV�WKLV�SHUVRQ�DQJU\" 

-XOLD�LV�LQ�WKH�FLQHPD��6KH�
LV�IHHOLQJ�VDG��:KDW�PLJKW�
KDYH�KDSSHQHG�WR�PDNH�KHU�
IHHO�OLNH�WKLV" 

:K\�LV�WKLV�SHUVRQ�VFDUHG" 
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-RH�LV�RQ�WKH�IRRWEDOO�
SLWFK��+H�LV�IHHOLQJ�DQJU\��
:KDW�PLJKW�KDYH�KDSSHQHG�
WR�PDNH�KLP�IHHO�OLNH�WKLV" 

:K\�DUH�WKHVH�SHRSOH�DQJU\" 

6XH�LV�DW�D�WKHPH�SDUN��
6KH�LV�IHHOLQJ�VFDUHG��
:KDW�PLJKW�KDYH�KDSSHQHG�
WR�PDNH�KHU�IHHO�OLNH�WKLV" 

:K\�DUH�WKHVH�SHRSOH�VFDUHG" 
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0DUWLQ�LV�IHHOLQJ�KDSS\��
'RHV�WKLV�PHDQ�KH�LV�
HQMR\LQJ�KLPVHOI" 

-LOO�LV�SOD\LQJ�LQ�WKH�SDUN�
ZLWK�KHU�IULHQGV�DQG�LV�
IHHOLQJ�KDSS\��'RHV�VKH�
WKLQN�VRPHWKLQJ�GDQJHURXV�
LV�KDSSHQLQJ" 

%DUW�LV�IHHOLQJ�VDG��GRHV�
WKLV�PHDQ�VRPHWKLQJ�EDG�
KDV�KDSSHQHG" 

7LQD�KDV�ORVW�KHU�SHW�FDW�
DQG�LV�IHHOLQJ�VDG��,V�KHU�
FDW�LPSRUWDQW�WR�KHU" 
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7RQ\�LV�IHHOLQJ�DQJU\��'RHV�
WKLV�PHDQ�KH�ZDQWV�
VRPHWKLQJ�WR�FKDQJH" 

/DXUHQ�ZDV�UXQQLQJ�LQ�D�
UDFH��1RZ�VKH�LV�IHHOLQJ�
DQJU\��+DV�VKH�UHDFKHG�KHU�
JRDOV" 

0DU\�LV�IHHOLQJ�VFDUHG��
'RHV�VKH�WKLQN�VKH�LV�VDIH" 

0DOFRP�LV�DW�WKH�WRS�RI�D�
KLJK�FOLII��+H�LV�IHHOLQJ�
VFDUHG��'RHV�KH�WKLQN�KH�
PLJKW�JHW�KXUW" 
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&DURO\Q�KDV�FRPH�KRPH�
IHHOLQJ�KDSS\��:KDW�PLJKW�
VKH�GR�QH[W" 

3KLOLS�LV�SOD\LQJ�KLV�
IDYRXULWH�JDPH�DQG�LV�
IHHOLQJ�KDSS\��:KDW�PLJKW�
KH�GR" 

.HLWK�KDV�FRPH�WR�VFKRRO�
IHHOLQJ�VDG��:KDW�PLJKW�KH�
GR�QH[W" 

1LNNL�KDV�MXVW�VHHQ�D�QHZV�
SURJUDPPH�DERXW�DQLPDOV�
JHWWLQJ�KXUW�DQG�LV�IHHOLQJ�
VDG��:KDW�PLJKW�VKH�GR" 
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-DFNLH�KDV�IRXQG�KHU�
IDYRXULWH�VKRHV�LQ�KHU�
VLVWHU·V�URRP�DQG�LV�IHHOLQJ�
DQJU\��:KDW�PLJKW�VKH�GR" 

0DWWKHZ�KDV�MXVW�EHHQ�
SXVKHG�RYHU�RQ�WKH�
SOD\JURXQG�DQG�LV�IHHOLQJ�
DQJU\��:KDW�PLJKW�KH�GR�
QH[W" 

-D[RQ�LV�RQ�D�JKRVW�WUDLQ�
ULGH�DQG�LV�IHHOLQJ�VFDUHG��
:KDW�PLJKW�KH�GR" 

3RSS\�LV�ZDONLQJ�WKURXJK�
WKH�ZRRGV�ZKHQ�VKH�KHDUV�
D�ORXG�JURZO��7KLV�PDNHV�
KHU�IHHO�VFDUHG��:KDW�
PLJKW�VKH�GR�QH[W" 
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-LOO�VFRUHG����RXW�RI�
���LQ�KHU�VSHOOLQJ�

WHVW�EXW�KHU�IULHQG�
JRW���� 

7RQ\�LV�KDYLQJ�IXQ�DW�
WKH�SDUN�ZLWK�KLV�

IULHQGV� 

/DXUD�LV�KDYLQJ�IXQ�
LFH-VNDWLQJ�ZKHQ�VKH�
ORRNV�URXQG�DQG�VHHV�
KHU�VLVWHU�KDV�IDOOHQ�

RYHU� 

/DUD�LV�HQMR\LQJ�D�
GD\�RXW�DW�WKH�EHDFK�

ZLWK�KHU�IDPLO\� 

-HDQ·V�KDPVWHU�GLHG�
ODVW�QLJKW��QRZ�VKH�

KDV�D�UHDOO\�
LPSRUWDQW�WHVW�WR�

GR�� 

6XVLH�KDV�MXVW�IDOOHQ�
RYHU�DQG�KXUW�KHU�

NQHH�� 

7RP�LV�PLVVLQJ�KLV�
GDG�EXW�KH�LV�DW�KLV�
IULHQGV�%LUWKGD\�

3DUW\�� 

0DUWLQ�LV�ZDWFKLQJ�D�
YLGHR�DERXW�FKLOGUHQ�
ZKR�DUH�VWDUYLQJ�LQ�

$IULFD�� 

�ƉƉĞŶĚŝǆ�<ϭϱ͗�
^ĐĞŶĂƌŝŽ�ĐĂƌĚƐ�ĨŽƌ�

&hE�ŐĂŵĞ�ϭ 

WZϮϭϮ 



2UL�LV�DIUDLG�RI�
UROOHUFRDVWHUV�EXW�
DOO�KLV�IULHQGV�ZDQW�
WR�JR�RQ�WKH�ELJJHVW�

RQH� 

-HII�ZDV�ZLQQLQJ�
WKH�UDFH�XQWLO�6LG�
WULSSHG�KLP�XS� 

6DP·V�PXP�KDV�
IDOOHQ�RYHU�DQG�KXUW�

KHU�DUP� 

3DXO�LV�ZDWFKLQJ�KLV�
IDYRXULWH�79�VKRZ� 

+HOHQ�KDV�DQ�
LPSRUWDQW�WHVW�
WRGD\�DQG�VKH�

GRHVQ·W�WKLQN�VKH�
KDV�OHDUQW�HQRXJK�

IRU�LW� 

%HDWD·V�EURWKHU�
NHHSV�XVLQJ�KHU�
ODSWRS�ZKHQ�VKH�
QHHGV�LW�WR�GR�KHU�

KRPHZRUN� 

$PEUHHQ·V�SHW�FDW�LV�
KXUW� 

+D\OH\�LV�SOD\LQJ�
IRRWEDOO�ZKHQ�VKH�
VHHV�KHU�IULHQG�LV�

XSVHW� 

�ƉƉĞŶĚŝǆ�<ϭϱ͗�
^ĐĞŶĂƌŝŽ�ĐĂƌĚƐ�ĨŽƌ�

&hE�ŐĂŵĞ�ϭ 

WZϮϭϯ 
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Intelligence Quiz
Emil’s Emotional 
Intelligence Quiz

How much have we learnt about feelings?How much have we learnt about feelings?

?
?
?
?

?

?
?

?

Start
1

Emil is feeling happy. Which of these is he 
most likely to feel inside?
Emil is feeling happy. Which of these is he 
most likely to feel inside?

2

That’s Correct!
Well Done.

That’s Correct!
Well Done.

Next Question
3

Try Again. Hear are some clues to 
help you:
Try Again. Hear are some clues to 
help you:

Try Again
4

Emil is feeling scared. Which of these 
thoughts is he most likely to have?
Emil is feeling scared. Which of these 
thoughts is he most likely to have?

I’m going to have 
a great time He’s ruined my 

day

I’m going to get 
hurt

5

That’s Correct!
Well Done.

That’s Correct!
Well Done.

Next Question
6
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Try Again. Here is a clue to help you:Try Again. Here is a clue to help you:

Try Again
7

Emil is thinking:Emil is thinking:

How is Emil probably feeling?

I miss my dad. 

8

That’s Correct!
Well Done.

That’s Correct!
Well Done.

Next Question
9

Try Again. Here is a clue to help you:Try Again. Here is a clue to help you:

Emil’s Thoughts
Oh No…
I’ve lost....
I miss...

Try Again
10

Emil is feeling angry. Which of these is he 
most likely to feel inside?
Emil is feeling angry. Which of these is he 
most likely to feel inside?

11

That’s Correct!
Well Done.

That’s Correct!
Well Done.

Next Question
12
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Try Again. Here are some clues to 
help you:
Try Again. Here are some clues to 
help you:

Try Again
13

Emil is thinking:Emil is thinking:

How is Emil probably feeling?

He did that on purpose. 

14

That’s Correct!
Well Done.

That’s Correct!
Well Done.

Next Question
15

Try Again. Here is a clue to help you:Try Again. Here is a clue to help you:

Emil’s Thoughts

Its not fair…

They did that on 
purpose...

Try Again
16

Emil is feeling happy. Which of these 
thoughts is he most likely to have?
Emil is feeling happy. Which of these 
thoughts is he most likely to have?

Oh good

Oh No

What if

That’s 
not fair

17

That’s Correct!
Well Done.

That’s Correct!
Well Done.

Next Question
18
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Try Again. Here is a clue to help you:Try Again. Here is a clue to help you:

Try Again
19

Who is feeling Scared?Who is feeling Scared?

A, B, & C A, C, & E B, D, & E

A
B

E

D

C

20

That’s Correct!
Well Done.

That’s Correct!
Well Done.

Next Question
21

Try Again. Hear are some clues to 
help you:
Try Again. Hear are some clues to 
help you:

Try Again 22

How is Emil Feeling?How is Emil Feeling?

His eyebrows are down and together

There are lines down between his eyebrows

His eyes look like they are staring and bulging

His lips are pressed together in a thin line.

His eyebrows are down and together

There are lines down between his eyebrows

His eyes look like they are staring and bulging

His lips are pressed together in a thin line.

Happy Sad Angry Scared
23

That’s Correct!
Well Done.

That’s Correct!
Well Done.

Next Question
24
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Try Again. Hear are some clues to 
help you:
Try Again. Hear are some clues to 
help you:

His eyebrows are down and together

There are lines down between his eyebrows

His eyes look like they are staring and bulging

His lips are pressed together in a thin line.

His eyebrows are down and together

There are lines down between his eyebrows

His eyes look like they are staring and bulging

His lips are pressed together in a thin line.

Try Again

25

Who is feeling Sad?Who is feeling Sad?

A, B, & C A, C, & E B, D, & E

A
B

E

D

C

26

That’s Correct!
Well Done.

That’s Correct!
Well Done.

Next Question
27

Try Again. Hear are some clues to 
help you:
Try Again. Hear are some clues to 
help you:

Try Again28

How is Emil Feeling?How is Emil Feeling?

The corners of his lips are up

There is a wrinkle going from his nose to the corner of his mouth 
on both sides

His cheeks are up

He has wrinkles underneath his eyes

He has wrinkles going out from the edge of his eyes

The corners of his lips are up

There is a wrinkle going from his nose to the corner of his mouth 
on both sides

His cheeks are up

He has wrinkles underneath his eyes

He has wrinkles going out from the edge of his eyes

Happy Sad Angry Scared 29

That’s Correct!
Well Done.

That’s Correct!
Well Done.

Next Question
30
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The corners of his lips are up

There is a wrinkle going from his nose to the corner 

of his mouth on both sides

His cheeks are up

He has wrinkles underneath his eyes

He has wrinkles going out from the edge of his eyes

The corners of his lips are up

There is a wrinkle going from his nose to the corner 

of his mouth on both sides

His cheeks are up

He has wrinkles underneath his eyes

He has wrinkles going out from the edge of his eyes

Try Again. Hear are some clues to 
help you:
Try Again. Hear are some clues to 
help you: Try Again

31

How is Emil feeling?How is Emil feeling?

Emil has noticed that he feels cold and empty inside. 
His arms and legs feel heavy and his throat hurts.

32

That’s Correct!
Well Done.

That’s Correct!
Well Done.

Next Question
33

Try Again. Hear are some clues to 
help you:
Try Again. Hear are some clues to 
help you:

Try Again
34

How is Emil feeling?How is Emil feeling?

Emil has noticed that he feels bumpy and fuzzy 
inside. His heart is pounding and his breathing is very 
fast.

35

That’s Correct!
Well Done.

That’s Correct!
Well Done.

Next Question
36
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Try Again. Hear are some clues to 
help you:
Try Again. Hear are some clues to 
help you:

Try Again
37

Which of these is most likely to make a 
person feel scared?
Which of these is most likely to make a 
person feel scared?

Eating a yummy 
cake

Reading a sad 
story

Having an 
argument

Falling off a horse

38

That’s Correct!
Well Done.

That’s Correct!
Well Done.

Next Question
39

Try Again. Here is a clue to help you:Try Again. Here is a clue to help you:

Try Again
40

Which of these is most likely to make a 
person feel angry?
Which of these is most likely to make a 
person feel angry?

Someone stopping 
them winning

Hurting their arm

Hearing Thunder Stroking their pet

41

That’s Correct!
Well Done.

That’s Correct!
Well Done.

Next Question
42
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Try Again. Here is a clue to help you:Try Again. Here is a clue to help you:

Try Again
43

Emil is eating his favourite meal. How will 
he probably feel?
Emil is eating his favourite meal. How will 
he probably feel?

44

That’s Correct!
Well Done.

That’s Correct!
Well Done.

Next Question
45

Try Again. Here is a clue to help you:Try Again. Here is a clue to help you:

Try Again
46

Emil’s grandma has just died. How will he 
probably feel?
Emil’s grandma has just died. How will he 
probably feel?

47

That’s Correct!
Well Done.

That’s Correct!
Well Done.

Next Question
48
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I will miss my gran.

Try Again. Here is a clue to help you:Try Again. Here is a clue to help you:

Try Again
49

When you feel angry it means that:When you feel angry it means that:

Something unfair has happened

Something good has happened

Something dangerous has happened
50

That’s Correct!
Well Done.

That’s Correct!
Well Done.

Next Question
51

Try Again. Here is a clue to help you:Try Again. Here is a clue to help you:

Try Again52

Which feeling tells you that you are in 
danger?
Which feeling tells you that you are in 
danger?

53

That’s Correct!
Well Done.

That’s Correct!
Well Done.

Next Question
54
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Try Again. Here is a clue to help you:Try Again. Here is a clue to help you:

Try Again
55

When you feel sad it means that:When you feel sad it means that:

Someone or something is stopping you reaching 
your goal

You think someone or something is dangerous

You have lost something or someone important to 
you.

56

That’s Correct!
Well Done.

That’s Correct!
Well Done.

Next Question
57

Try Again. Here is a clue to help you:Try Again. Here is a clue to help you:

Try Again
58

Which feeling tells you that you are 
enjoying yourself?
Which feeling tells you that you are 
enjoying yourself?

59

That’s Correct!
Well Done.

That’s Correct!
Well Done.

Next Question
60
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Try Again. Here is a clue to help you:Try Again. Here is a clue to help you:

Try Again
61

Emil is feeling angry, which of these is he 
most likely to do?
Emil is feeling angry, which of these is he 
most likely to do?

62

That’s Correct!
Well Done.

That’s Correct!
Well Done.

Next Question
63

Try Again. Here is a clue to help you:Try Again. Here is a clue to help you:

Try Again
64

Emil is feeling happy, which of these is he 
most likely to do?
Emil is feeling happy, which of these is he 
most likely to do?

65

That’s Correct!
Well Done.

That’s Correct!
Well Done.

Next Question
66
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Try Again. Here is a clue to help you:Try Again. Here is a clue to help you:

Try Again
67

Emil is running away. How does he 
probably feel?
Emil is running away. How does he 
probably feel?

68

That’s Correct!
Well Done.

That’s Correct!
Well Done.

Next Question
69

Try Again. Here is a clue to help you:Try Again. Here is a clue to help you:

Try Again
70

Emil is crying. How does he probably feel?Emil is crying. How does he probably feel?

71

That’s Correct!
Well Done.

That’s Correct!
Well Done.

Next Question
72
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Try Again. Here is a clue to help you:Try Again. Here is a clue to help you:

Try Again
73

What does stand for?What does stand for?

eeling, nfair, 

ext

ollowing, seful, 

ext

eeling, seful, 

ext

eeling, seful, 

ames
74

That’s Correct!
Well Done.

That’s Correct!
Well Done.

Next Question
75

Try Again. Here is a clue to help you:Try Again. Here is a clue to help you:

Try Again
76

Which of these might help Emil safely say 
to his feelings?

Which of these might help Emil safely say 
to his feelings?

A, B, & C A, C, & E B, D, & E
77

That’s Correct!
Well Done.

That’s Correct!
Well Done.

Next Question
78
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Try Again. Here are some clues to 
help you:
Try Again. Here are some clues to 
help you: Try Again

79

Let’s practice FUNLet’s practice FUN

Emil is at the park with his friends. He is feeling 
soft and fluffy inside and his heart and head 
feel warm. 

Emil is at the park with his friends. He is feeling 
soft and fluffy inside and his heart and head 
feel warm. 

F
•How is Emil 

feeling?

U
• Is the feeling 

useful for him?

N
•What should Emil 

do next?

Emil should let the 
feeling stay

Emil should say 
NO his feeling 80

That’s Correct!
Well Done.

That’s Correct!
Well Done.

Next
81

Try Again. Here are some clues to 
help you:
Try Again. Here are some clues to 
help you:

F
•How is Emil 

feeling?

U
• Is the feeling 

useful for him?

N
•What should Emil 

do next?
Try Again

82

We’ve Finished!We’ve Finished!

Well done you’ve reached the end of our Quiz.Well done you’ve reached the end of our Quiz.

FINISH

83
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Emotional Intelligence Programme Feedback 

 Have you enjoyed doing the programme? 

1 
Not at all 

2 
Not very much 

3 
A little bit 

4 
Quite a lot 

5 
Very much so 

 What were your favourite activities? 

 

 

 What did you enjoy least about the programme? 

 

 

 How much do you think the programme has helped you 

with your Emotional Intelligence skills? 

1 
Not at all 

2 
Not very much 

3 
A little bit 

4 
Quite a lot 

5 
Very much so 

What did you find most helpful about the programme? 

 

 

What did you find least helpful about the programme? 

 

 

Would you recommend this programme to a friend? 

1 
Not at all 

2 
Not very much 

3 
A little bit 

4 
Quite a lot 

5 
Very much so 

 

Is there anything you would change about the programme? 
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Notes from Introductory Session 

Participant Number: Session Date: 

Informed 
Consent 

Consent given? 
 
                    Yes                          No 
 

Meeting Emil Engaged with Emil 
 
 
Did not engage with Emil 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Game Shared turns                                Completed independently 
 
 
Body Vocabulary 

Leg 

Arm 

Throat 

Feet 

Tummy 

Head 

Chest 

Eyes 

Nose 

Mouth 

Eyebrows 

Cheek 

 

Sensations Vocabulary 

Fuzzy 

Bumpy 

Fiery 

Hard 

Rough 

Cold 

Wobbly 

Fluffy 

Smooth 

Soft 

Light 

Warm 

 
Other Observations: 
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Notes From Happy 1 Session 
Participant Number: Session Date: 
Story: 
 

Emotion Identified: 
Clues identified: 
 
Bodily Sensations 
Independently       With Prompting 
Support required 
 

Thoughts 
Independently       With Prompting 
Support required 

Pod Chosen:  H1 H2 H3 

Picture 
Discussion 

Identification of Facial Features 
Independently       With Prompting 
Support required 
 

Identification of Body Language 
Independently       With Prompting 
Support required 

Correct Face chosen?   Independently       With Prompting        Support required 
 

Learning 
Log 

Self-Identification happy: Independently       With Prompting        Support required 
 
Happy Definition: Independently       With Prompting        Support required 
 

Trigger 
Game 

Indentified Triggers 
Independently       With Prompting        Support required 

 
 
 
Showed understanding and use of trigger scale? Yes         No 
 

Any Other Observations 
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Notes from Happy 2 Session 

Participant Number: Session Date: 

Efoth 
Powerpoint 

Slide 1 
Emotion: 
Reason: 
 

Slide 2 
Emotion: 
Reason: 

Slide 3 
Emotion: 
Reason: 

Slide 4 
Emotion: 
Reason: 

Trigger Scale Able to recall/explain trigger scale? Yes         No 
 
 
Able to identify own triggers? 
       Independently       With Prompting        Support required 
 
 

Role Play Identified Emil’s emotion at end 
       Independently       With Prompting        Support required 
Identified second character’s emotion at end 
       Independently       With Prompting        Support required 
Followed reasoning to identify helpfulness 
       Independently       With Prompting        Support required 
Repeated appropiately with puppet role play? 
       Independently       With Prompting        Support required 
 
 
 

FUN Script Showed understanding of stages? 
       Yes                           No         
 
Worked through for target situation 
       Independently       With Prompting        Support required 
 
 
 

Disengagement Identified appropiate strategies for Emil? 
       Independently       With Prompting        Support required 
Idenifiied appropiate strategies for self? 
       Independently       With Prompting        Support required 
 
 
 

Other Observations: 
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Notes From Sad 1 Session 
Participant Number: Session Date: 
Story: 
 

Emotion Identified: 
Clues identified: 
 
Bodily Sensations 
Independently       With Prompting 
Support required 
 

Thoughts 
Independently       With Prompting 
Support required 

Pod Chosen:  S1 S2 S3 

Picture 
Discussion 

Identification of Facial Features 
Independently       With Prompting 
Support required 
 

Identification of Body Language 
Independently       With Prompting 
Support required 

Correct Face chosen?   Independently       With Prompting        Support required 
 

Learning 
Log 

Self-Identification sad:      Independently       With Prompting        Support required 
 
Sad Definition:      Independently       With Prompting        Support required 
 

Trigger 
Game 

Indentified Triggers 
Independently       With Prompting        Support required 

 
 
 
Recalled and used trigger scale?     Yes         No 
 
 

Any Other Observations 
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Notes from Sad 2 Session 

Participant Number: Session Date: 

Efoth 
Powerpoint 

Slide 1 
Emotion: 
Reason: 
 

Slide 2 
Emotion: 
Reason: 

Slide 3 
Emotion: 
Reason: 

Slide 4 
Emotion: 
Reason: 

Trigger Scale Able to recall/explain trigger scale? Yes         No 
 
 
Able to identify own triggers? 
       Independently       With Prompting        Support required 
 
 

Role Play Identified Emil’s emotion at end 
       Independently       With Prompting        Support required 
Identified second character’s emotion at end 
       Independently       With Prompting        Support required 
Followed reasoning to identify helpfulness 
       Independently       With Prompting        Support required 
Repeated appropiately with puppet role play? 
       Independently       With Prompting        Support required 
 
 
 

FUN Script Recalled stages 
       Independently       With Prompting        Support required 
 
Worked through for target situation 
       Independently       With Prompting        Support required 
 
 
 

Disengagement Identified appropiate strategies for Emil? 
       Independently       With Prompting        Support required 
Idenifiied appropiate strategies for self? 
       Independently       With Prompting        Support required 
 
 
 

Other Observations: 
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Notes from Consolidation 1 Session 

Participant Number: Session Date: 

Feature 
Displays 

Happy Looks Like 
Independent 
 
Support rqd 
 

Happy Feels Like 
Independent 
 
Support rqd 
 

Sad Looks Like 
Independent 
 
Support rqd 
 

Sad Feels Like 
Independent 
 
Support rqd 
 

AMC Game Identified Triggers  
Independently       With Prompting        Support required 

 
 
Identified Meanings 

Independently       With Prompting        Support required 
 
 
Identified Consequences 

Independently       With Prompting        Support required 
 
 

Learning Log Able to generate ideas 
       Independently       With Prompting        Support required 
 
 
Able to use Venn Diagram to compare 
       Independently       With Prompting        Support required 
 
 
 

FUN Game Recalled stages 
       Independently       With Prompting        Support required 
 
Worked through for given situations 
       Independently       With Prompting        Support required 
 
 
 
 

Other Observations: 
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Notes From Angry 1 Session 
Participant Number: Session Date: 
Story: 
 

Emotion Identified: 
Clues identified: 
 
Bodily Sensations 
Independently       With Prompting 
Support required 
 

Thoughts 
Independently       With Prompting 
Support required 

Pod Chosen:  A1 A2 A3 

Picture 
Discussion 

Identification of Facial Features 
Independently       With Prompting 
Support required 
 

Identification of Body Language 
Independently       With Prompting 
Support required 

Correct Face chosen?   Independently       With Prompting        Support required 
 

Learning 
Log 

Self-Identification angry:  Independently       With Prompting        Support required 
 
Angry Definition:  Independently       With Prompting        Support required 
 

Trigger 
Game 

Indentified Triggers 
Independently       With Prompting        Support required 

 
 
 
Recalled and used trigger scale?     Yes         No 
 
 

Any Other Observations 
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Notes from Angry 2 Session 

Participant Number: Session Date: 

Efoth 
Powerpoint 

Slide 1 
Emotion: 
Reason: 
 

Slide 2 
Emotion: 
Reason: 

Slide 3 
Emotion: 
Reason: 

Slide 4 
Emotion: 
Reason: 

Trigger Scale Able to recall/explain trigger scale? Yes         No 
 
 
Able to identify own triggers? 
       Independently       With Prompting        Support required 
 
 

Role Play Identified Emil’s emotion at end 
       Independently       With Prompting        Support required 
Identified second character’s emotion at end 
       Independently       With Prompting        Support required 
Followed reasoning to identify helpfulness 
       Independently       With Prompting        Support required 
Repeated appropiately with puppet role play? 
       Independently       With Prompting        Support required 
 
 
 

FUN Script Recalled stages 
       Independently       With Prompting        Support required 
 
Worked through for target situation 
       Independently       With Prompting        Support required 
 
 
 

Disengagement Identified appropiate strategies for Emil? 
       Independently       With Prompting        Support required 
Idenifiied appropiate strategies for self? 
       Independently       With Prompting        Support required 
 
 
 

Other Observations: 
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Notes From Scared 1 Session 
Participant Number: Session Date: 
Story: 
 

Emotion Identified: 
Clues identified: 
 
Bodily Sensations 
Independently       With Prompting 
Support required 
 

Thoughts 
Independently       With Prompting 
Support required 

Pod Chosen:  F1 F2 F3 

Picture 
Discussion 

Identification of Facial Features 
Independently       With Prompting 
Support required 
 

Identification of Body Language 
Independently       With Prompting 
Support required 

Correct Face chosen?   Independently       With Prompting        Support required 
 

Learning 
Log 

Self-Identification scared: Independently       With Prompting        Support required 
 
Scared Definition:  Independently       With Prompting        Support required 
 

Trigger 
Game 

Indentified Triggers 
Independently       With Prompting        Support required 

 
 
 
Recalled and used trigger scale?     Yes         No 
 
 

Any Other Observations 
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Notes from Scared 2 Session 

Participant Number: Session Date: 

Efoth 
Powerpoint 

Slide 1 
Emotion: 
Reason: 
 

Slide 2 
Emotion: 
Reason: 

Slide 3 
Emotion: 
Reason: 

Slide 4 
Emotion: 
Reason: 

Trigger Scale Able to recall/explain trigger scale? Yes         No 
 
 
Able to identify own triggers? 
       Independently       With Prompting        Support required 
 
 

Role Play Identified Emil’s emotion at end 
       Independently       With Prompting        Support required 
Identified second character’s emotion at end 
       Independently       With Prompting        Support required 
Followed reasoning to identify helpfulness 
       Independently       With Prompting        Support required 
Repeated appropiately with puppet role play? 
       Independently       With Prompting        Support required 
 
 
 

FUN Script Recalled stages 
       Independently       With Prompting        Support required 
 
Worked through for target situation 
       Independently       With Prompting        Support required 
 
 
 

Disengagement Identified appropiate strategies for Emil? 
       Independently       With Prompting        Support required 
Idenifiied appropiate strategies for self? 
       Independently       With Prompting        Support required 
 
 
 

Other Observations: 
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Notes from Consolidation 2 Session 

Participant Number: Session Date: 

Feature 
Displays 

Angry Looks Like 
Independent 
 
Support rqd 
 

Angry Feels Like 
Independent 
 
Support rqd 
 

Scared Looks Like 
Independent 
 
Support rqd 
 

Scared Feels Like 
Independent 
 
Support rqd 
 

AMC Game Identified Triggers  
Independently       With Prompting        Support required 

 
 
Identified Meanings 

Independently       With Prompting        Support required 
 
 
Identified Consequences 

Independently       With Prompting        Support required 
 
 

Learning Log Able to generate sort given vocabulary 
       Independently       With Prompting        Support required 
 
 
Able to use Venn Diagram to compare 
       Independently       With Prompting        Support required 
 
 
Own ideas added? Yes        No 

FUN Game Recalled stages 
       Independently       With Prompting        Support required 
 
Worked through for given situations 
       Independently       With Prompting        Support required 
 
 
 
 

Other Observations: 
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Notes from Consolidation 3 Session 

Participant Number: Session Date: 

Quiz Quiz completed 
Independently       With Prompting        Support required 

 
Notable tricky Questions: 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Learning Log Pages asked for clarification on: 
 
 
 
 
 
Any Editing? Yes             No 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Feedback Observations: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Other Observations: 
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Royalty-free Images Used in the Emil Programme 
Many of the programme materials feature royalty-free images sourced from a variety of websites. I am extremely 
grateful to the creators of all these images for allowing their use royalty-free. Sources for the images are acknowledged 
below. Please note the pictures used in the expression picture packs are not listed here as their sources are 
acknowledges on the lists for the packs 
Image Materials used in Source/Attribution 

 

Learning Log – “Clues for feeling” 
pages 

http://www.clker.com/cliparts/c/D/K/t/C/e/male-figure-outline-
md.png 

 
1. Learning Log – My .... Trigger 

pages 
2. Feelings Strength Scale 
3. Disengagement strategy 

cards – “Take some 
exercise” & “Picture yourself 
dealing with the situation 
calmly and strongly” 

https://openclipart.org/detail/227426/dumbbell-weight 

 

Learning Log – uncomfortable 
illustration 

http://www.clker.com/cliparts/0/f/a/f/11954300361302849641Ji
cJac_Plastic_Chair.svg.thumb.png 

 

Learning Log – comfortable 
illustration 

http://www.clker.com/cliparts/A/c/T/j/u/E/sofa-th.png 

 

Picture in Introductory Game https://openclipart.org/detail/178983/ice-cream-cone 

 

Picture in Introductory Game https://www.freeimages.com/photo/by-stealth-1379862 

 

1. Picture in Introductory 
Game 

2. Emil’s 1st story 
3. Angry Trigger Picture – 

Broken plate 

https://openclipart.org/detail/273218/fridge-open 

 

Picture in Introductory Game https://openclipart.org/detail/255912/hot-chocolate 

 

Picture in Introductory Game https://openclipart.org/detail/3367/decorative-sun 

 

Picture in Introductory Game https://www.freeimages.com/photo/pomeranian-a-new-
addition-1511504 

 

Picture in Introductory Game https://www.freeimages.com/photo/puppy-la-china-1-1537482 

 

Picture in Introductory Game https://openclipart.org/detail/23485/tango-style-red-jelly 

 

Picture in Introductory Game https://openclipart.org/detail/876/fire-june-holidays 

 

Picture in Introductory Game https://openclipart.org/detail/196130/volcano 

 

1. Emil’s 1st Story 
2. Emil’s 2nd Story 
3. Emil’s 4th Story 

http://www.clker.com/cliparts/z/b/j/O/p/F/bed-hi.png 

 

1. Emil’s 1st Story 
2. Emil’s 2nd Story 
3. Emil’s 4th Story 

http://www.clker.com/cliparts/6/x/V/Q/M/N/curtains-hi.png 

 

1. Emil’s 1st Story 
2. Angry Trigger Picture – 

Broken plate 

http://www.clker.com/cliparts/0/V/t/9/S/2/stove-th.png 

 

1. Emil’s 1st Story 
2. Angry Trigger Picture – 

Broken plate 

<a href="https://www.clipart.email/">clipart.email</a> 
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Emil’s 1st Story http://www.clker.com/clipart-12955.html 

 

Emil’s 2nd Story http://www.clker.com/clipart-box-full-of-toys.html 

 

Emil’s 3rd Story https://openclipart.org/detail/72049/floor-lamp 

 

Emil’s 3rd Story https://openclipart.org/detail/29098/green-sofa 

 

Emil’s 3rd Story http://www.clker.com/cliparts/0/1/1/0/11949837962021156671
notebook1_sergio_luiz_ar_02.svg.med.png 

 Emil’s 4th Story http://www.clker.com/cliparts/f/2/e/a/13197431971214897062
Happy%20Sneaking%20Snake.svg.hi.png 

 

1. Happy Trigger Picture – 
scoring goal 

2. Angry Trigger Picture –
football 

3. “GOAL” example 
continuation story 

https://openclipart.org/detail/84247/soccer-goal 

 

1. Happy Trigger Picture – 
scoring goal 

2. Angry Trigger Picture – 
football 

3. “Missed” situational 
judgement PowerPoint 

4. “GOAL” example 
continuation story 

https://openclipart.org/detail/214358/football-simple 

 

Happy Trigger Picture – meeting 
dad 

http://www.clker.com/cliparts/D/B/e/m/A/t/aeroplane-hi.png 

 

Happy Trigger Picture - park https://openclipart.org/detail/191139/childrens-slide 

 

Happy Trigger Picture - park https://openclipart.org/detail/215388/seesaw-coloured 

 

Happy Trigger Picture – Getting 
present 

https://openclipart.org/detail/228090/present-box 

 

Happy Trigger Picture – petting 
Horse 

https://openclipart.org/detail/219790/stallion 

 

1. Sad Trigger Picture – visiting 
hospital 

2. “Hospital Visit” example 
continuation story 

http://www.clker.com/clipart-2447.html 

 

1. Sad Trigger Picture – visiting 
hospital 

2. “Hospital Visit” example 
continuation story 

http://www.clker.com/cliparts/f/f/c/t/I/u/hospital-bed-hi.png 

 

1. Sad Trigger Picture – visiting 
hospital 

2. “Hospital Visit” example 
continuation story 

https://openclipart.org/detail/234839/red-cross-first-aid-icon-
optimized 

 

Sad Trigger Picture – lost dog https://openclipart.org/detail/265939/school 

 

Sad Trigger Picture – lost dog https://openclipart.org/detail/8498/dog-simple-drawing 

 

Sad Trigger Picture – lost dog https://www.pinclipart.com/pindetail/iRomxw_step-ladder-clip-
art-www-step-ladder-transparent/ 
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Angry Trigger Picture – Broken 
plate 

http://clipart-library.com/clipart/1287367.htm 

 

Scared Trigger Picture - Falling http://www.clker.com/cliparts/6/2/7/e/11954372131955383342j
ohnny_automatic_playset.svg.hi.png 

 

1. Scared Trigger Picture – ball 
coming to hit 

2. “Tennis Ball” example 
continuation story 

http://www.clker.com/cliparts/d/c/f/z/O/F/tennis-ball-md.png 

 

Scared Trigger Picture – lost 
something 

http://www.clker.com/cliparts/a/9/0/6/12078863981430808977j
ohnny_automatic_transfer_cabinet.svg.hi.png 

 

Scared Trigger Picture - lost https://openclipart.org/detail/154699/oak-tree 

 

Scared Trigger Picture - lost https://openclipart.org/detail/60391/dead-tree 

 

Scared Trigger Picture – angry 
dog 

https://openclipart.org/detail/172925/angry-dog-nontransparent 

 

“Scooter” situational judgment 
powerpoint 

http://clipart-library.com/clipart/597002.htm 

 

“Scooter” situational judgment 
powerpoint 

<a href="https://www.clipart.email/">clipart.email</a> 

 

“Missed” situational judgement 
PowerPoint 

https://openclipart.org/detail/219124/.g.goalsoccer02 

 

“Phone” situational judgement 
PowerPoint 

http://www.clker.com/cliparts/9/7/2/5/12236130811265148789
shokunin_modern_touch_phone_mobile.svg.hi.png 

 

“Spider” situational judgement 
PowerPoint 

https://openclipart.org/detail/25589/spider 

 

Disengagement strategy card – 
“Give your thinking brain time” 

https://openclipart.org/detail/140701/brain 

 

Disengagement strategy card – 
“Give your thinking brain time” 

https://openclipart.org/detail/94717/clock 

 
Disengagement strategy card – 
“Feel your pulse” 

https://openclipart.org/detail/270421/electrocardiogram-heart 

 

AMC games – “meaning” symbol https://pixabay.com/vectors/cranium-head-abstract-art-thought-
3244100/ 

 

AMC games – 
“trigger/antecedent” symbol 

https://freesvg.org/fuse-lit 

 

AMC games – 
“action/consequence” symbol 

https://pixabay.com/vectors/stick-figure-stickman-blue-man-
25586/ 

 

AMC game 1 – trigger question https://www.pexels.com/photo/girl-holding-white-rabbit-during-
daytime-160933/ 

 

AMC game 1 – trigger question https://www.dreamstime.com/stock-photo-elementary-school-
pupil-being-bullied-image5000990 

 

AMC game 1 – trigger question https://pixabay.com/en/children-win-success-video-game-
593313/ 

 

AMC game 1 – trigger question https://pixabay.com/en/cry-harm-accident-pain-suffering-
2764845/ 

 

AMC game 2 – trigger question https://www.dreamstime.com/stock-photo-disabled-man-
expressing-anger-portrait-disabled-man-sitting-wheelchair-
expressing-anger-laptop-office-image99652230 
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AMC game 2 – trigger question https://www.dreamstime.com/stock-photo-man-bench-falling-
down-screaming-image56446381 

 

AMC game 2 – trigger question https://www.dreamstime.com/stock-photo-struggling-remote-
control-siblings-fighting-over-front-tv-image60270925 

 

AMC game 2 – trigger question https://www.dreamstime.com/stock-photo-family-watching-
scary-movie-home-four-image90365470 

 

Final Quiz https://pixabay.com/en/people-man-guy-fashion-scarf-2590813/ 

 

Final Quiz https://www.dreamstime.com/royalty-free-stock-images-scared-
businessman-putting-his-hand-front-him-image35811489 

 

Final Quiz https://pixabay.com/en/oliver-kahn-man-human-football-
406393/ 

 

Final Quiz https://www.dreamstime.com/stock-photo-concerned-scared-
man-funny-looking-image60901317 

 

Final Quiz https://www.dreamstime.com/stock-photo-closeup-scared-
shocked-little-girl-human-emotion-face-expression-
image91086394 

 

Final Quiz https://pixabay.com/en/little-girl-face-look-sadness-1268655/ 

 

Final Quiz https://pixabay.com/en/people-man-checkered-flannel-sad-
2590419/ 

 

Final Quiz https://www.dreamstime.com/stock-photo-beautiful-sad-
woman-crying-desperate-depressed-tears-her-eyes-suffering-
pain-face-depression-grey-background-image87479088 

 

Final Quiz https://pixabay.com/en/water-woman-nature-scenery-1245677/ 

 

Final Quiz https://pixabay.com/en/person-human-female-girl-face-810005/ 

 

Final Quiz https://www.dreamstime.com/royalty-free-stock-photo-
brothers-fight-two-kids-simulating-isolated-white-
image35802785 

 

Final Quiz https://pixabay.com/en/child-sitting-jeans-in-the-door-cry-
1816400/ 

 

Final Quiz https://pixabay.com/en/hip-hop-dancer-silhouette-man-male-
1209499/ 

 

Final Quiz https://pixabay.com/en/people-eyes-look-see-observe-boy-
163906/ 

 

Final Quiz https://pixabay.com/en/girls-children-kids-friends-young-
462072/ 

 

Final Quiz https://pixabay.com/en/photos/download/child-
2411855_1920.jpg?attachment&modal 

 Final Quiz http://www.clker.com/clipart-blue-thumbs-up-icon.html 

 

Feedback form https://pixabay.com/vectors/thumbs-up-emoticons-emojis-
smileys-2766247/ 

 

Feedback form https://pixabay.com/vectors/comic-boy-cartoon-happy-2029764/ 

 

Feedback form https://pixabay.com/vectors/question-mark-people-think-mind-
3846609/ 

 

Feedback form https://www.clipart.email/make-a-clipart/?image=14025390 
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Sounds used in the Emil Programme 
Emil’s Stories 

The narrator was “British English: Emma”, with speed set to medium, from the website 
www.fromtexttospeech.com for all stories. 

Emil’s voice was “English(UK): Harry(Child)” from acapelabox . Speech and voice rating were set 
individually for each thought; setting are given in the table below. 

Thought Speech rate Voice shaping 
Emil’s 1st Story   
Happy thought 1 +12 +6 
Happy thought 2 +12 +6 
Emil’s 2nd Story   
Sad thought 1 +16 +8 
Sad thought 2 +11 +6 
Sad thought 3 +7 +4 
Emil’s 3rd Story   
Angry thought 1 +11 +8 
Angry thought 2 +10 +5 
Angry thought 3 +1 +8 
Angry thought 4 +9 +9 
Emil’s 4th Story   
Scared thought 1 +11 +12 
Scared thought 2 +8 +12 
Scared thought 3 +8 +12 
Scared thought 4 +5 +11 

The Thunder sound effect in Emil’s 4th story was downloaded royalty free from 
http://soundbible.com/1913-Thunder-HD.html. 

Example continuation stories 

All characters were voiced using acapelabox. Each character was voiced individually for each story as 
detailed in the table 

Speech Voice name Speech rate Voice shaping 

GOAL story 

Emil 1 English(UK): Harry(child) +13 +7 

Emil 2 English(UK): Harry(child) +19 +7 

Friend X English(USA): Emilio(child) -31 +5 

Hospital Visit Story 

Emil English(UK): Harry(child) -4 +6 

Eino English(UK): Harry(child) -4 -6 

Friends Story 

Emil English(UK): Harry(child) +7 +8 

Friend Y English(Austrailian): Liam(child) +2 +4 

Friend X English(USA): Emilio(child) -13 0 

Tennis Ball Story 

Emil English(UK): Harry(child) +12 +6 
Note: for most stories, the same settings for used all speech by the character in the story, the only exception 
to this was Emil in the GOAL story where the numbers 1 and 2 refer to his 1st and 2nd speech. 


